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R.P. Das 
[1.917-2004] 



OBlTUARY: I 

ProfessorRarnaprasad Das,philosopher and a myth as teacher is no more 
with us. He had been suffering from an incurable disease for a good number of 
years. He left us for good on 28 November, 2004. 

Professor Rarnaprasad Das, wellknown as R.P. Das was bom in 1917 in 
Sandwip, Noakhali, Bangladesh. He continued his student life in Khulna and 
Kolkata. Starting his teaching career in a non-government college he worked at 
Monlana Azad College and then joined at the University of Calcutta. Before his 
retirement from Calcutta University he acted as the Vice-chancellor ofRabindra 
Bharati University. He was appreciated as a brilliant teacher by his students at 
Calcutta University for his lively teaching and friendly communication. He was 
dear to all ofhis students. He was loved not only by his dear students and depart
mental colleagues, but also by the students and teachers ofother departments, 
particularlythe teachers ofBengali, English,History and Political Science. 

At a time he was a regular writer in the popular journals life Prabdsi-

Parichay, S'anibarer Chithi etc on different topics ofphilosophy and psychol
ogy . His philosophical papers were published in some reputed journals of the 
abroad like British Journal a/the Philosophy a/Science, Dialectica and Meth
ods. His everyday companions were Russell and Rabindranath. His contribution 
as a creative writer and philosopher can never be forgotten. His path-breaking 

two books on Logic was Logic a/Truth Functions and sa n ketik Yuktivijiidn . 

He wrote severalbooks on Logic and Analytic PhilosophyofLanguage in Bengali 
to encourage philosophy studies in Bengali. He was the central figure of 

Bangiya Darshan Parishad and Indian Academy ofPhilosophy, the two Calcutta 

based study centres ofPhilosophy. 
Just before two years,he was honoured asCalcuttaPhilosopheralongwith 

Prof. Shibjeeban Bhattacharya and Prof. Sankari Prasad Banerjee. 
He had a poetic mind: Always he had keen sympathy and love towards 

common man. He was a complete man ofzeal and Zest oflife. 
Lying on his death-bed he was trying to complete his last work,Encyclo

paedia a/Logic in Bengali. 
Loss of such a great son ofBengal will never be compensated. Let us try 

to carryhis livingmemory by developing the cultivationofPhilosophy in Bengali 
language. 



Sibajiban Bhattacharya 
[I 925-2005] 



OBlTUARY: 2 

Professor Sibajiban Bhattacharya, an internationally recognised contem
porary Indian Philosopher left his non-eternal body on 14January, 2005. He was 
seventy nine. He was suffering from an incurable disease for a long time. Wc were 
informed that he was slowly coming round, but from his passing away it appears 
that it was hoping against hope. He left his wife Dr. Arati Bhattacharya, a Profes
sor ofPhilosophy and daughter Dr. Shyamasrcc Bhattacharya who is also a Uni
versity Lecturer inPhilosophy. 

Professor Sibajiban Bhattacharya was born in 1925 at Bhatpara, West 

Bengal, a historical place ofthe culture ofNavya Nyaya . His grandfather was 

famous Panchanan Tarkaratna and uncle was Srijeeb Nyayatirtha . Professor 

Bhattacharyahad a longteachingand researchingcareer. He was a versatilescholar 
in both Westem and Indian Philosophy. In his teaching life he served the Depart
I nent ofPhilosophyofNorth Bengal University, I3urdwan University and Calcutta 
University. He took retirement from Calcutta University as Acharya Brajendra 
Nath Seal Professor in 1986. Since then he was engaged in original research 
works till the last day ofhis life. In his long teaching and researching life he was 
frequently invitedasVisiting Professorto deliverlectures onboth Indianand Westcm 
Philosophy by different Universities ofIndia and abroad. He contributed more 
than one hundred originalarticles in reputed internationaland National Joumals of 
Philosophy. He had also contribution in many collections ofessays in Philosophy. 
He wrote a good number ofbooks which are both analytic aQd critical in nature. 
In his laterpart oflifehe was seriously engaged in creatinganalyticpresentation of 

the thoughts ofNavya Nyaya . His Cadadhara's Theory ofObjectivity in two 
volumes is such a creative contribution. 

The sad demise ofsuch a dedicated Contemporary Indian Philosopher 
has aggrieved the philosophers and philosophy teachers all over India. Let us 
dedicate ourselves to do philosophy seriously to show him right honour. 
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S'ANKARA AND WORLD-PEACE 

G.c. NAYAK 

/ . 
San kara's Advaita is multi-dimensional and multifaceted, for it has an 

unbelievable capacity to accommodate genuine faiths ofall hues and colours as well 

as the practical code ofconduct and value systems governing day to day personal as 

also social life in various ways. 

Coming to the question of assessing the value of Advaita Vedanta in the 

context ofour search for world-peace, it must be admitted that the value of Vedanta 

cannot be under-estimated even in the present context, in the 21st century, for its 

value transcends barriers ofspace and time. Modem age, as we all know, is not only 

the age of science and technology, but it is specifically known as the Nuclear age 

where possible misuse of nuclear power is constant threat to the very existence of 

mankind. And the main, the chief, factor behind such misuse can only be the same 

human mind that is at the root of all the glorious discoveries and inventions with 

which the modem age is credited including that of the nuclear power. The threat 

comes from the side of human fanaticism and bigotry, dogmatism and intolerance, 

and this threat is not a minor or a casual one; there is a constant threat of nuclear 

war under whose shadow, we all live, move, and have our being. In the present age, 

we have to understand and assess the specific contributions of Vedanta in this 

background. Correspondin~ to the threat of nuclear war, due mainly to the human 

bigotry and intolerance, there is also a threat ofcomplete chaos, confusion, instability, 

uncertainty, and unpredictability governing the human conduct at large in the society 

which is gradually crumbling to pieces, so to say, without any sustaining principle, 

where we are confronted with the erosion ofhuman values at every step. So-called 

postmodernism has worsened the situation. Spencer Johnson's bestseller, who moved 

my Cheese? Which was so very popular with millions of Americans that it was 

regarded as an Instant Classic, points to the inevitability of change and wisdom 

consisting in accepting and anticipating the same and points to instability as a fact to 
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10 G.C. NAYAK 

reckon with. discord.disparity, and dissension seem to be the order of the day. 

In this background what San kara offers to us is a unique philosophy of 

the Advatia or Non-duality which, at least he and his followers thought, could provide 

us with a foundation for integration and harmony (samanvava) and also for a stability 

of human values, making adequate room for bhakti, Jndna and Karma according 

to our need and aptitude and also for personal as well as social obligations, religious 

as well as secular, in their respective spheres, as lokavydvahdra , while the advaita 

or non-duality is consistently realised as the Paramdrtha tattva, that which really 

and ultimately is there as the unchanging and the unavoidable link, so to say, pervading 

every thing and everywhere. It is this advai ta tattva, non-dual reality 

ofSacciddnanda Brahman, as a matter of fact, whose realisation, according to 

S'ankara ,can bring about not only integration and harmony amongst all our diverse, 

and even at times extremely opposite views, upheld by us in vydvahdra or the 

practical plane, but it can make us much more tolerant of and much more 

understanding about the views, both religious and secular, opposed to our own. It is 

thus that the Advaita is supposed to transcend the opposites; it is supposed not only 

to transcend the opposition of views on the level of advaita or non-duality, in a 

sense Advaita, properly understood, also is supposed to transcend the so called 

dvaita-advaita or vyavahara -paramarth dichotomy. Here lies the pecuiliar strength 

of Advaita Vedanta. The theory of adva ita (non-duality) does not annul the dvaita 

(duality) in its own sphere but it only points out that advaita (non-duality), being the 

paranuirtha , dvaita or duality needs to be understood and assessed as the 

loka - vydvhdra - something that is no doubt important, for it is very much there, 

not tuccha (absolutely non-existent like hare-hom) after all, but is however not the 

ultimate truth. Mutual infighting and bickerings etc. could be the natural and inevitable 

fate of the dvaita (duality), if it is insisted upon as the paramdrtha (highest truth), 

while the advaita tattva, properly understood, is not opposed to any duality 

whatsoever, says Gaud apada in his Magnum opus, Md n d iikya Kiirikd. . . 
('Advaita Pr akara s«: 17). "Svasiddhanta vyavasthd ~ll dvaitino 

n'iscitd d ~4 ha ~ paraspara ~l virudhyante tairaya~ na virudhyate". 

Acarya S' ankara, while commenting on this Kiirikii points 

out, " Ta i ~ an y o ny av ir o dh ibh i ~ as mad zyoya n; vaidika ~ 

Philosophy and the Life-world 0 Vol.7 0 2005 



11 G.C. NAYAK 

sarvananyatvadatmaikalvada.rs'anapak ~o na virudhyate, 

yathd s vah asta p d diid ibh i 1(' . S'ankara's,Point is that "in reality, one who 

knows Brahman IS the very self of the dualist" " Tatah 

p a ra m iirth a to Brahmavidatmaiva v a i t i n iil m te n ii'y a m 

hetunii asm atpak so na virudhyate tai h ", . . . 
This shows that S' ankara, was for harmony and integration, for 

samanvaya, which is the greatest need of the honour, and his Advaita, properly 

understood, should promote mutual tolerance and understanding amongst people of 

different faiths and belonging to different nations even. To me it appears that 

Badaraya'!a's. well-known Bra?masutra, 1.1.4, "Tattu samanvaydt" can be 

applied, mutatis mutandis. to S' a nkara' s philosophy of Advaita itself. There is 

samanvaya in galore in S'ankara even on purely religious plane, as is evident 

from the different varieties of Sutras authored by him, where Vai ~ '!ava s'aiva and 

even different s'iikta cults are taken care of. He does not hesitate to designate 

Mahdmiiyd as Para Brahma Mahi si (the Queen of the Supreme Brahman, in 

the sense of supreme Godhead) in the context of Saundarya lahir] , We find now 

a days a number of teachers and preachers being designated as ' Samanvaydciirya' 

(Master ofIntegration and harmony), a title bestowe~ on them by some organisation 

or the other, but we must not forget that it was S'ankara really who was the first 

and theforemost amongst them; his Advaita tattva (non-duality) is not only conducive 

to the samanvaya(harmony) ofthe religious and the secular, it is also conducive to 

a samanvaya i.e. harmony of 'isms' based on our particular likes and dislikes and 

orginating from our diverse commitments. And is it not a fact that bringing about 

samanvaya or harmony in some form or the other is one ofthe greatest needs ofour 

day, ofthe modem age? Mutual tolerance and samanvaya, harmony and integration, 

of variegated cultures and faiths that govern our entire life-style could be a vital 

factor, it goes without saying, in promoting world-peace if it is put into practice in 

accordance with the spirit of Advaita. 

But is there tolerance in actual practice? Is it not a fact that Advaitins themselves 

have fought bitterly against the Buddhists not only in the intellectual, but also in the 

cultural plane? Is it not true that one culture has tried its best not only to accommodate 

but also to over shadow and even at times oust another culture in India? Are we not 

acquainted with the well-known story of the great S'a nkara fighting shy of the 
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company of a so-called untouchable in VZiranasl ? What do these prove after all? 

They only show, in my opinion, that the ideal of Advaita which is nothing but the 

ideal of integration, harmony and tolerance is extremely difficult to be translated into 

action even by a staunch Advaitin. Advaita as a form of transcendental monism 

promots tolerance as an ideal and makes the ground ready for the practice of tolerance 

in actual life ofthe individual and the society. 

The Mani ~ a Pancaka n: of Sfankara, where ungrudgingly accepts the 

so-called untouchable (Ca n d .. dla ; with Advaitic realisation as his Guru (master), 

is not only a glowaing testimony to the invaluable constributions of this rare tenius of 

India, it also makes us see to what extent the implications ofa genuine understanding 

ofAdvaita could go in eradicating hatred for each other and thus being conducive to 

peace. 

Paper presented in the International Conference on 'World - Peace' during 

December 29, 2003 - January 2, 2004 organised by Dept. ofPhilosophy, Gujrat 

University, Ahmedabad. 

Philosophy am! the Life-world 0 Vol. 7 0 2005 
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. AFTER SECULARISATION? 
PHILOSOPHICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL 

VIEWPOINTS ON THE FUTURE OF RELIGION 

TOMMI LEHTONEN 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The title of this study is intentionally multi-interpretive, and there are at least 

two things that it asks: "Is the process of secularisation over?", and "What would 

the future of religion be in a secularised world ?" These questions are largely empirical 

and sociological, but I believe that we also can interestingly examine them from 

various theoretical and philosophical angles. I would like to put forward the thesis 

that the future of religion is largely determined by that how and on what conditions 

religious language can remain viable. This is the major thesis that I will in this study 

examme. 

Secularisation and the privatisation of religion have often been mentioned as 

the major threats to religion in the modem culture. Various things are said to be 

secularised, and they include society, politics, legislation, people, churches, religion 

and religious festivals, among others. Some regard the private religiousness as the 

hard core of religion, but others think that the privatisation of religion is just an 

intermediate stage between social religion and the loss ofreligion. Many have debated 

whether secularisation and the privatisation of religion are just transient processes, 

or whether they are irreversible. Some have supposed that the inescapable final 

outcome ofsecularisation will be the death ofreligion. 

Modernisation has pushed religion to the brink ofextinction, claims the secularisation 

thesis. Among the known proponents of the thesis was Max Weber, the German 

economic sociologist and the author of The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of 

Capitalism (1905). Weber predicted that the development of the culture will gain 

forms that leave less and less place for religious beliefs and myths. Particularly in 

the atmosphere of the political radicalism of the 1960s and 1970s , many European 

intellectuals thought, in line with Weber's view, that secularisation would lead to the 

Philosophy and tire Life-world 0 Vol. 7 0 2005 



14 TOMMI LEHTONEN 

marginalisation and gradual disappearance ofreligion. This development would have 

two major features: the social significance of religious communities will diminish 

and the religiosity of individuals will reduce (Berger1967 : 107-108). 

However, according to recent assessments, religious communities, beliefs and 

practices have gained new vitality in many parts of the world, and some contemporary 

authors have spoken about "the retum of religion" and "the retum to the sacred." 

These authors include the well-known Continental philosophers such as Jacques 

Derrida (1998) , Paul Ricocur (1995) and Gianni Vattimo (1999), among others. 

Although religiosity has allegedly strengthned, fresh surveys support the view that 

the relationship of individuals to religious communities is loosening. This is the situation 

particularly in Europe. Nonetheless, recent observations tell us social religion continues 

to find new forms and new religious communities are emerging in different parts of 

the world (Casanova 1994, Berger 2002, Doppelaere 2000, Wilson 1998). Some of 

those new communities will probably survive only a short time, but others may 

remain viable longer. It has also been claimed that the amount ofreligiosity is relatively 

constant and that it is groundless to believe that the past has been more religious 

than the present (Berger 1999, Stark & Bainbridge 1985, Swatos and Olson 2000). 

Particularly from the European point of view, the present religious situation seems 

confusing. On the one hand, the prediction that religion will soon die has shown to be 

premature, and recent observations have questioned the notion taht the westem 

culture inevitably moves towards more complete secularisation. On the other hand, 

the idea of "the retum ofreligion" has been considered as exaggerating, and the idea 

lias been forecefully criticized. According to a standard view, the democracies of 

the western world have become increasingly secular over the twentieth century and 

religious liberty and religious diversity also have increased. Several contemporary 

sociologists (Bruce 2002, Dooppelaere 2000, Wilson 1998) have raised objections 

to the alleged growth of religion and they have said the secularisation of the West 

continues. These ambiguous and also embarrassing conceptions of secularisation 

arc the starting point of this study. The study has two main objectives. First, I will 

critically examine the contemporary discussion of the social nature ofreligion and 

will explore philosophical assumptions linked with that discussion. To carry out this 

task. I will analyse and assess recent sociological studies on religion conceming 

such themes as secularisation, the privatisation of religion, and the future ofreligion 
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15 TOMMI LEHTONEN 

in the west. Secondly, I attempt to present a philosophically sound view on what 

preconditions the future of religion relies, and I will also explain why just those 

preconditions direct the future ofreligion. The focus ofthe analysis lies in the social 

aspect ofreligion and various sociological perspectives are on view in it. However, 

the methodological approach of the study is mainly philosophical. 

2. CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL 

STUDY OF RELIGION 

Following Thomas Kuhn's ideas about the way science develops, it has become 

a kind offashion to speak about paradigms and their shirts also in the humanities and 

social sciences. It is out of the scope of this study to examine the question of how 

useful and illuminating the concept of scientific paradigm actually is in connection 

with philosophy and social sciences. Nonetheless, several writers hold that 

secularisation is a major paradigm of contemporary sociology of religion, and this 

notion is the starting point of the ensuing discussion. 

The crude core of the secularisation paradigm is the claim that religion, in the 

West, is declining both in society and in the minds of individuals. This claim has 

dominated the sociological discussion about the future of religion over a century. 

However, at the end of the 20th century, the secularisaition paradigm has begun to 

break and several sociologists have questioned the decline of religion. At the same 

time, philosophical discussion ofreligion, too, has been transformed : According to a 

common view, westernphilosophy of the 20th century and particularly logical 

positivism were largely critical of religion, but the situation has, to some extent, 

changed at the end of the century. Religious doctrines have risen to the centre of 

analytical philosophy of religion and the interest in religion has also awaken in 

continental philosophy. 

Pluralism, ambivalence and heterogeneity are peculiar to contemporary 

philosophy, and they are characteristic to philosophy ofreligion as well. Many Anglo

American philosophers ofreligion consider religion, particularly Christianity, having 

a more or less stable and timeless core. One can express that core in a conceptual 

form, which establishes a rational system of belief or dogma. Several continental 

philosophers, in tum, state that religion, as a cultural phenomenon, is variable, relative 
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and historically specific. They question the notion that a conceptual content is steady 

and primary in religion. They also question the idea that religion and religious doctrines 

could be tested by reason. 

Anglo-American philosophers of religion such as Alvin Plantinga, Nicholas 

Wolterstorff, and Richard Swinburne assume and proofs are relevant, even significant 

for religious belief. They ask for what reason religion is rational and on what grounds 

religious beliefs are justified. For the most part, contemporary philosophical literature 

on religion is apological, and several authors defend Christianity. Their assumptions 

include the following notion: Nonbeliefand indifference to religion will strengthen if 

religious beliefs lack rational justification. I believe that the reasons for adopting that 

notion are flawed, and that there are, in fact, good reasons for not adopting it. 

Most sociologists (Bruce 2003, Hervieu-Leger2000, Stark & Bainbridge 1985) 

regard arguments and proofs as irrelevant to religion, and they believe that there are 

other factors in culture, which are much more significant. The authors have referred 

to the following, among others: the Western culture centers around individual, 

entertainment increases, marketing creates new needs to people, the idealisation of 

technology is common, and the pursuit of economic success is overemphasized 

(Bruce 2002: 27-28 and 36). Sociological discussion has treated these as factors for 

what people fasten on the mundane things and for what religion fades away. However, 

most scholars maintain that religion is not fated to disappear. Some even claim that 

secularisation progresses in some parts ofa society, but a countervailing intensification 

of religion goes on in other part (Stark & Bainbridge 1985 : 2-3,429 and 454). This 

claim is linked with the idea that the amount of religiosity is relatively constant. 

However, that idea is unverifiable and multiinterpretive. 

As I have pointed out, in the light of recent sociological research the prospects 

of relgion in the West are ambivalent: the religious institutions weaken, whereas 

private religiosity strengthens. A fresh survey states that the religious search and 

quest have increased in the European metropolises (Denz & Zulehner 2002). 

However, the commitment to the church has not increased and the new religious 

search is also directed to other than the traditional Christian Church. A careful 

assessment would say it to be unclear whether these observations are at odds or in 

accordance with the secularisation paradigm. 

Philosophy and the Life-world 0 VoL 70 2005 



17 TOMMI LEHTONEN 

3. SECULARISATION THESIS 

So far I have presented remarks of general nature on the secularisation 

paradigm. In what follows, I will examine in more detail the secularisation thesis, 

which is the core of that paradigm. I will start from etymological considerations. 

The word secularisation comes from the Latin saeculum, which means both an age 

or era and the world. Sometimes saeculum is also associated with the idea of a 

"spirit of an age". Particularly in the West, many have stated that the spirit of the 

present is worldly. Thus, in modern discussion, secularisation means, at face value, 

to become worldly or mundane. More specifically modern writers use the term 

secularisation to refer to the erosion of belief in the supernatural. In other words, 

secularisation means a loss offaith in the existence ofotherwordly forces. (Stark & 

Bainbridge 1985 : 429; Berger 1999 :3). 

The concept of secularisation was born soon after the Reformation and was closely 

linked with the European modernisation. It is unclear, however, what the core ofthe 

modernisation is and in what way modernisation influences religion. Many have 

stated that the cornerstones ofthe western modernisation are the progress ofscience 

and technology, industrialisation, the increase ofeducation, the growth ofwealth and 

the strengthening of democracy. These steps of progress are also connected with 

problems, and the view often presented is that the western culture too much 

emphasises on the individual, admires youth and teaches impatience. It has also 

been claimed that modernisation involves rationalisation and technologisation of public 

life leading to a demystification of the natural world and the dissolution ofthe stable 

ties oflocal, kinship and primordial relationships. 

According to an established view, modernisation has lead to a decline of 

religion, both in society and in the life ofindividuals (Berger 1999: 2). Sociological 

studies claim that the major way in which this erosion of religion has taken place is 

as follows: Modernisation has brought structural and functional differentiation such 

that societal sectors - primarily the state, the economy, and science - have become 

autonomous from the domination of religious institutions. In Medieval Europe, the 

Roman Catholic Church had significant influence, for example, on political, forensic 

and educational affairs, but that influence has gradually diminished due to the process 

of differentiation. The secular institutions have taken over control of many matters 
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that the Catholic Church used to govern. This differentiation has several reasons, 

but one reason was the protest against the privilege and domination of the Catholic 

Church, and against the hierarchical society it supported. The protest had partly an 

antireligious tone that tended to regard religion as inherently reactionary and a threat 

to liberty, equality and fraternity. (Ward 2000: 107-108) . This social and institutional 

critique ofreligion was accompained by the rational critique arguing that reason will 

supersede religion to the modem man. 

The process of differentiation has not only influenced the share of power 

over social and political matters, but that process has also had an effect on the 

control over the sacred: institutionalised religion has lost its monopoly on the sacred 

and other sectors of modern societies have taken over many of the functions and 

some of the meaning formerly invested in religious institutions. Now. secular 

professionals such as teachers, scholars, counsellors and social workers maintain 

and transfer social values and common tradition, which is a task that priests used to 

control. However, it has also been claimed tht secularisation is a process of 

demoralisation where society ceases to be held together by shared substantive values 

and practices that are of importance for the wll-being of society. Some have paid 

attention to the fact that religious organisations are now able to exercise less cntrol 

over the uses made of their own religious symbols. Various religious symbols have 

been taken in secular use, and amny advertisements exploit religious symbols for 

commercial gain. With regard to the process of differentiation, secularisation thus 

represents a narrowing of the scope ofinstitutionaised religion's authoritative control 

over both the mundane and the sacred. (Fenn 2003 : 3 and 5) 

Many have assumed that modernisation essentially is critical of religion, 

although we can question the notion that there is a necessary relationship between 

modernisation and antireligiousness. More precisely, the structural and functional 

differentation of society does not entail a critical stance towrds religion. However, I 

do not want to deny that there are various ideological sources ofsecularisat ion in the 

legacy ofmodernity. They include among others the following: Science and reason 

have replaced superstition and religious explanations; the Marxist movement 

attempting to represent the interests of working people has largely been anticlerical 

and antireligious; and the Freudian psychoanalysis and psychotherapy have regarded 

religion and a neurosis ofhumanity. In this connection, I would like to make a general 
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remark about the relationship between science and religion. According to a quite 

popular view, science and religion are giving different answers to the same questions, 

such as "What is the origin the world?", "How will the world end?" and "What is the 

nature of human soul ?" I believe that this view of science and religion is based on 

confusion and that in so far as religion answers any questions, they are largely 

existential of nature. 

As the social sciences emerged in the wake of the Enlightenment, several 

authors such as Voltaire, Marx, Comte and Spencer maintained that religious 

institutions, practices, and consciousness will lose their social significance. This claim 

came to be known as the secularisation thesis and, as I have stated, it has long 

dominated sociological discussion of religion and particularly of the future of 

Christianity(Stark & Finke 2000 :29 and 57). It is ofinterest to note that some argue 

Christianity is subject to the process ofsecularisation but others claim that Christianity 

itself has been a major force behind secularisation for many centuries. So far from 

being a victim of the process of secularisation Christianity has set it in motion and 

continued to secularise various forms of magic, piety and folk beliefs. Christianity, 

like Judaism, has had a tendency to demystify the world and remove from it the 

sources of enchantment. Some have also alleged that the more that theology has 

emphasised that God is tranchendent, the more it has succeed in secularising both 

nature and society. The well-known example of this is Luther's doctrine of two 

regiments, which on the basis of theological reasons distingushes between the 

government of God and the mundance government. In addition, the protestant 

Reformation largely contributed in the deinstitutionalisation of organised religion, 

and the Protestant churches regarded it an important for all Christians to read the 

Bible in their own language. According to many assessments, this has significantly 

contributed in the privatisation ofreligion. (Fenn 2003 :xiv-xv, 197,199 and 209.) 

For various historical, social and academic reasons, the secularisation thesis 

has conventionally been applied to the western world, but its applicability is starting 

to broaden to other parts of the world as well. The thesis suggests that the further 

modernisation progressed, the less religious belief there will be. The thesis also 

alleges.that the modern culture moves irrevocably towards more complete 

secularisation. Hence the basic assumption of the thesis is that the present is less 

religious than the past (Bruce 2002:45). In addition, the thesis seems to entail than in 
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the modem society, where the social role ofreligicn diminishes. religion can maintain 

its significance primarily as a private matter orindividuals. However, one can throw 

doubt upon the notion that rcligio» and religious institutions have lost their social 

impact and political influence. Rather it would seem that in many countries religion, 

religious institutions and religious parties haw lost ofinfluence on politics and social 

affairs at present, although that Influence may be indirect and implicit. 

In this connection it is of interest \0 note that according to the Global Religion 

Survey (2003) conducted by Zogby international and the University of Rochester, 

most respondents from seven countries. including India, Peru, Russia, South Korea, 

Saudi Arabia, Israel and the US, saw the social significance of religion in positive 

light. it should be noted, however, that no Western European country was included 

in the poll. Most interviewed thought that religious values should be brought into 

politics and government. For example, sixty-one per cent of Hindu respondents and 

56 per cent ofMuslim respondents from India said more religion would help society. 

Sixty-five per cent of Muslims and 55 per cent ofHindus in the India segment of the 

survey disagreed that religion was a source of trouble and unrest. Three-quarter of 

these Muslims said the source of violence was politics and 65 per cent Hindus 

agreed with that view. (Global Religion Survey 2003.http://www.zoby.com) These 

results are of interest because, on the one hand, India is religiously pluralistic society 

and India is regarded as perhaps the most religious country in the world. On the 

other hand, the constitution of the country is secular and the constitution does not 

give any primacy to one religion over another. However some other political, social 

and cultural factors, in some cases, favour and promote one religion, mainly Hinduism, 

over others. In any case, India, as well as the United States, is a country where the 

secular consti tution and high rates of religiosity are connected. 

So far I have said that the core of the secularisation thesis is connected with 

the alleged process of societal modernisation, whose central characteristic is the 

differentiation and emancipation of the secular spheres from the religious sphere. 

Consequently, there is the concomitant differentiation and specialisation of religion 

within its own sphere (Bruce 2002: 2 and 8). To this major claim, which is called the 

differentiation thesis (Casanova 1994:21-20), two other sub-thesis have often been 

attached. They aim to explain what will happen to religion as a result ofsecularisation. 

One sub thesis, the decline-of-religion thesis, says that secularisation will bring about 
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the progressive erosion of religion and a lowering of religious beliefs until religion 

eventually disappears. The other sub-thesis, the privatisations thesis, claims the 

secularisation win bring about marginalisation ofreligion due to the withdrawing of 

religion to the private sphere. One could say that the differentiation thesis considers 

religion primarily as a social and cultural institution, whereas the decline-ofreligion 

thesis and the privatisation thesis take religion as being both believing and practice. 

These theses have been understood to from a progression as follows: According to 

the predictions dating back to Max Weber, religion would first become increasingly 

compartmentalised in the differentiation ofmodem society. It would then be consigned 

to the private sphere, and from there gradually decline in significance, until it is likely 

to vanish altogether. 

It is worth nothing that the above-mentioned metaphor of "the return of 

religion" relates to the alleged recent increase of religiosity. In so far as I understand 

it, the metaphor does not want to claim that we are returning to the situation that 

existed prior to the modernisation and where secular and religious spheres were 

undifferentiated. On this view, the hardcore of the secularisation paradigm is the 

differentiation thesis. 

To sum up the recent sociological discussion, the development of 

secularis ation has following stages, among others: 

•	 the power of religious institutions and the power of state become differ

entiated from each other; 

•	 the political and social influence ofreligious institutions narrows; 

•	 the practice of religion and religious customs and beliefs are on view less 

than earlier; 

•	 the influence ofreligious communities on the thinking and behaviour of 

individuals weakens; 

•	 the regular practice of religion, particularly church attendance, dereeases; 

•	 the teaching ofreligion in the public schools diminishes; 

•	 the worldview related to natural sciences displaces a religious worldview: 

•	 the number ofmembers ofreligious communities falls; 

•	 religion becomes increasingly a private matter: 

•	 people speak about religion and religious matters less than earlier; 

•	 the interest of individuals in religionfade and religionbecomes strange formany; 
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• more and more people are irreligious. 

This alleged development progresses in different countries in different speed and 

order. As I have stated, a quite common view, however, is that the roots of the 

western secularisation lie in the change conceming the relationship and share of 

power between church and state. This change, which started from the Reformation, 

belongs to the first from of secularisation in which the mundane sphere of power 

and action becomes differentiated from the sphere of religion. On this view, the 

process of secularisation begins with the remodelling of the state as a secular rather 

than a religious agency, and continues in its effects through the polity, the economy 

and society's cultural agencies, down to the grassroots level ofdeclining belief(Wilson 

2003:49). 

It is good to note that besides the secularisation of society, some authors have also 

spoken about the secularisation of religion. By that they mean the process where 

the concern ofreligion gradually tums from the transcendent to the mundane matters 

and where the ideas regarding the supematural stay aside. This kind ofsecularisation 

has been discussed in two different contexts. First, some westem theologians have 

attempted to develop a secular fonn of Christianity for the cntemporary age. Their 

notions include the idea, borrowed from Nietzsche, that God is dead. For this reason, 

the conceptions in question have been called "the death of God theologies," which 

tells us that the authors oppose the theistic view of a personal God. Philosophical 

literature often calls this nontheistic standpoint as theological antirealism, and its 

opposite is theological realism, which is associated with a theistic standpoint 

respectively. The classical theistic conception of God says that God is a perfect 

being: etemal, omnipotent, omniscient and perfectly good. The classical theistic 

view also holds that God is the creator of the world and that God exists independently 

from his cretion. The God -is-dead theologians renounce this conception as premodem, 

chauvinist and alienating. They think that the belief in God has become unfeasible. 

However, many contemporary theologians still hold the theistic conception ofGod, 

but at the same time it has become quite popular to ascribe psychological interpretations 

to religious stories and docrines. The former metaphysical, supematural and also 

moral-juridical interpretations have, to some extent, given way to a more subjective 

ant! this worldly understanding ofreligious beliefs. In many westem countries, various 

religious skill oflife hooks have become popular, and those books attempt combine 
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Christian or other spirituality with secular psychological and therapeutic views about 

the well-being ofone's self. Some authors regard this kind of psychologised spirituality 

or spiritualised psychology, too, as a form ofthe secularisation of religion. Relating 

to this, Bryan Wilson, the British sociologist of religion, has stated that the traditional 

conception ofwhat it meant to be saved was survival within and with one's community. 

The secularised salvation ofmodem times surrenders the community and the survivor 

becomes the self. (Wilson 2003 :46). 

Another context where the secularisation of religion has been discussed 

is sociological. Sociologists have debated on the question of whether secular 

views, ideologies or practices such as Marxism, science or sport could displace 

religion in the modem society. The discussion of the substitutes of religion is not 

only an academic subject, since in colloquial speech, too, one sometimes hears 

people comparing, for example, football and cricket enthusiasts, as well as fans 

of pop and film stars to ardent religious believers. It has been claimed that 

watching sport and participating in a rock concert can arise social enthusiasm 

and fanaticism in an analogical way to religion. Largely for ideological reasons, 

some writers have regarded Marxism-Leninism and scientific atheism of the 

former Soviet Union as examples of failed substitutes for religion. I find it 

important to note that the discussion of the displacement of religion is connected 

with the wider issue concerning the concept ofrelgion: to examine whether and 

in what sense religion could be subsituated with something else, we should also 

examine the questions of what religion is and what functions it serves in a 

society. One could also ask whether the result of both the secularisation of 

society and the secularisaiton of religion is eventually the same, namely, the 

disappearance of religion (Stark & Bainbridge 1985 : 2,429 and 433). 

Before ending the discussion of the secularisation thesis, I want to return 

to that from which we first started. j n the tone of the academic discussion of 

religion a shift has taken place since the 1980s. Although the secularisation of 

the Wet and the "death of grand narrtives" were long popular conceptions, 

several contemporary authors have claimed that religiosity is strengthening. 

The secularisation paradigm has appeared to be at least one-sided. Several 

authors have held that the point of the secularisatin thesis is broken, and "the 

return of relgion" has become a new thesis. Some have placed sacralisation 
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theory at theside of secularisation theory. However. scholars nearly unanimous]y 
state that the reinforcement of religion does not necessarity mean the revival of 

organised religious practice or religious institutions. 

4. ELEMENTARY REMARKS ON THE CONCEPT OF RELIGION 

So far r have used the word religion already several times. At this point, it 

might help the reader if I attempt to specify what we are speaking about when 

dealing with religion. This specification is particularly significant for the reason that 

our definition and account ofreligion influences our conception on what preconditions 

the future of religon relies. It is a known fact that there are numerous views and 

definitions ofreligion paying attention to different aspects of it. In this connection, 1 

am 110t going to discuss the prob lems relating to the defining of religion in detail. r 
just want to sketch out some elementary remarks on the concept of religion. 

Nonetheless, these points are relevant for the ensuing discussion and are offered, 

not as fixed beliefs, but as starting points that can be repudiated or improved. 

The studies ofreligion often distinguish between two types oftheories ofreligion. To 

the first type belong the theories that attempt to spell out the essence or fundamental 

nature ofthe religion phenomenon. They are called essential or substantive theories. 

The theories of the second type seek to explicate the functions religion serves in 

society or in human psychology. The latter theories are called functional theories, 

and many classical sociological theories ofrcligion were functional. Yet one could 

remark that the function of a phenomenon can also be its essence. This is the case, 

for example, in the following classical definition of religion. 

Emile Durkheim, the French sociologist ofthe 19thcentury, alleged that religion 

is a system of beliefs and practices that bind a community together around those 

things which it holds sacred. The function ofreligion is to express, in a metaphorical 

way, a society itself; to enhance the feeling of togetherness: and to uphold the 'we' 

spirit between the members of society. Durkheim also maintained that a society 

creates ofitself collective or shared representations, by means of which the members 

of society ascribe to the same view of reality. The social force binding indi viduals 

together is represented and venerated in religious rites. According to Durkheim, 

societies inevitably generate their own forms of religious identity and symbolism, 
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and religion is thus going to be a continuing factor wherever societies are to be 

found. It is good to pay attention to the fact that Durkheim defines religion by 

means ofthe concept ofsacred. That makes the extension ofthe concept of religion 

very wide, for almost anything can be held sacred. 

Philosophers often attempt to specify the essence or core of phenomena. I 

believe that in this connection it is'useful to first detail other main characteristics of 

religion rather than to try to determine the function ofreligion in society.Accrodingly, 

the accound of religion I will present here is essential or substantive rather than 

functional. Yet, as I said, I am attentive of the fact that our account of religion 

largely influences our conception ofthe future ofreligion. 

First, I assume that religion is a practice that involves the use oflinguistic and 

non-linguistic expressions shared by the members of a community (the expressive 

aspect of religion). Linguistic expressions of religion are, for example, prayers, 

creeds and hymns, and non-linguistic expressions are rituals, sacred gestures and 

idols, among others. Linguistic and non-linguistic expressions of religion often are 

interwoven in each other, and various social rules direct the use of religious 

expressions. The practice of religion can be public or private, and open or hidden. 

Thus, one can practice religion with a group or without the presence of others, and 

the practice can be in principle observable to anyone or it can be secret and revealed 

only to the initiated. 

Secondly, the religious use of linguistic expression entails some sort of 

propositional attitude, be that conscious or unconscious, to the central claims of 

religion (the faith aspect).The classical Western theology distinguishes between 

the act of faith (fides qua creditur) and the content of faith (fides quae creditur). 

The former is the faith by which there is belief and the latter is the faith that is 

believed. Accordingly, the former is the attitude offaith and the latter is propositional 

belief. For several reasons, it seems credible that a minimum condition for an attitude 

of religious belief is as follows: To have an attitude of religious belief, one cannot 

believe that all the central claims or principles of his or her religion are completely 

false or wrong. Here I want to pay attention to the fact that this minimum condition 

is negativeand excluding: it excludesthepossibilitythat theisticbeliefandphilosophical 

atheism could be connected. To state the minimum condition positively, we could 

say that to have an attitude of religious belief one should at least hope that the 
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central doctrines of his or her religion were true in one sense or another. On this 

view, if a person is convinced that there is no God, it would make no sense for him 

or her to pray ad confess sins to God. However, a theistic faith is feasible for the 

individual who hopes that God exists even if he or she does not believe, in an epistemic 

sense, that there is God. 

Thirdly, the religious use of linguistic expressions is related to dealing with specific 

themes such as supernatural, transcendence, God, immortality. the prob [em of evil, 

and the goal of life, among others (the doctrinal aspect). Thus, religions include 

certain beliefs and doctrines, and religions have a conceptual content. I hold the 

view that religious beliefs are not a set of propositions that can stand or fall on their 

own existential merit, but they require the support oftradition or institutional authority 

(cf. Fenn 2003 : 19). Relating to this, it has been remarked that, in a sense, religions 

and their doctrines answer the questions and problems raised just by religious traditions 

themselves. Hence religious doctrines are tradition-bounded. For example, the 

doctrine ofatonement answers the Christian question ofhow sinners can be reconciled 

to God, and the eightfold path answers the Buddhist question of how the end to 

suffering and attachment will result. Although religious doctrines are in this sense 

particular and tradition -bounded , the believers of different religions often hold the 

doctrines of their own faith as universally valid, authoritative and conclusive. 

Finally, the use ofreligious expressions is connected with serious and elevating 

emotions; with the worship ofwhat is considered as holy; and last but not least with 

cultic activity(the solemn aspect). 

Thus, we can conclude that religion has following aspects, which are partly 

overlapping: the expressive aspect, the faith aspect, the doctrinal aspect, and the 

solemn aspect. The expressive aspect and the faith aspect are the f0I111al and most 

constant dimensions of religion, whereas in the case ofthe doctrinal aspect and the 

solemn aspect there is a relatively great variation. 

I am also inclined to think that the core of the faith aspect relates to certain 

human needs, of which it is difficult to say whether they are primarily inherited or 

learned: First, the core of the faith aspect includes the hope that a person would be 

ultimately in safety whatever may happen (the need for safety). Secondly, the 

core includes the hope for freedom. We would like to be free not only from suffering, 

anxiety and fear, but also from addictions, compulsion and rules, and we would like 
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to be creative (the need for freedom). The need for safety and the need for 

freedom are often conflicting and many different interpretations of religious doctrines 

can be psychologically explained, I believe, against the background of these two 

needs. Thus, there are religious beliefs and doctrines that put more emphasis on 

safety and others that more emphasise freedom. Also, it would seem that the core 

of the faith aspect includes the hope that one's life would be existentially meaningful 

(the needfor meaning). These different elements of the faith aspect - the need for 

safety, the need for freedom, and the need for meaning - have found their expressions 

in various religious beliefs and doctrines. and religious stories and beliefs offer horizons 

of interpretation within which a person can regard his or her experiences of life as 

meaningful and understandable. (In this connection, it is good to remember that the 

thinking of God is not necessarily religous nor necessarily involve the faith aspect. 

One can think ofGod without presupposing his existence, and the practice of academic 

theology does not necessitate faith in God). 

The contemporary sociological views of the core of religion are conflicting. 

In their n-w textbook ofsociology ofreligion, Kevin 1.Christiano, William H. Swatos 

and Peter Kivisto say, "What makes religion religion, as distinct from beliefs, is that 

it is something that peope do" (2002 :3). Thus, Christiano, Swatos and Kivisto 

regard praxis as the core of religion. Rodney Stark and Roger Finke, for their part, 

say, "Religion is first and foremost an intellectual product, and ideas are its truly 

fundamental aspect" (2000 :92). Hence some sort of boundary line would seem to 

go between the theories ofreligion that emphasize behaviour and doing - particularly 

cultic-ritual practice - and the theories that emphasize religious thinking, beliefs, 

and doctrines. However, it is good note that the distinction between doing and thinking 

is not exclusive but overlapping. for linguistic practices also are doing. Religious 

include various acts performed when words are uttered, and there are various religious 

utterances by the making of which some further act is performed. Examples of 

these performative utterances. term introduced by J.L. Austin, are 'I bless you' and 

'J confess my sins', whose saying constitutes blessing and confessing. but bring it 

about that one has blessed and confessed. It may be useful to mention that, as 

regards philosophy ofreligion, the Wittgensteinian tradition especially is known for 

its paying attention to religious praxis. That is related to Wiugenstein's famous view 

of semantics according to which the meaning of an expression is its use in the 
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language. 

One could claim that the views of religion that lay emphasis on cultic-ritual 

practice set more requirements and preconditions for the future of religion than 

those views that emphasize religious thinking. This view is based on the assumption 

that in principle one can practice religious thinking anywhere and at any time. Ritual 

practices, in tum, are often associated with various limitations in regard to place, 

time, the expertise of the performer ofritual and the participation ofothers. For that 

reason, ritual practices demand more than religious thinking does. However, I regard 

it as doubtful whether it really requires more to keep a ritual practice alive than to 

maintain a religious idea viable, for we can easily name religious rituals and fetivals 

which people commonly celebrate although their knowledge ofthe meaning ofthose 

events may be very thin. Nonetheless, the privatisation of religion in some cases 

seems to entail that, for an individual, religion is thinking rather than doing. Religious 

rituals are often collectively celebrated and people take part together in religious 

festivals. Religious thinking, for its part, is largely independent on the presence of 

others. 

One could ask further whether the view of praxis as the core of religion 

entails that religious thinking is secondary or supplementary to religious practice. 

When trying to answer this question, we should first note that religious practices 

such as rituals, sacraments and offering usually have a meaning or propositional 

content that is expressible and communicable by means oflanguage. Hence religious 

praxis is associated with religious language and thinking. Yet it is possible that there 

were rituals which have no meaning or substance. Such rituals would be, so to say, 

pure form, and they would merely consist of the performance ofsome action, motion 

or gesture. Nonetheless, a meaningless ritual can still be done for some purpose, for 

example, just for the enjoyment of its beauty or because that ritual is part of an 

authoritative tradition. Thus, if a ritual is meaningless, it does not follow that its 

performance is unintended. However, one can also perform a ritual habitually, without 

thinking of it, and for that reason one could claim that religious thinking is secondary 

to religious practice. To this, an idealist, for his or her part, could answer that the 

propositionalk content of doing is primary to the actual performance of a deed, 

because one can think and intend deeds without performing them, but one cannot do 

a deed without having any intention to do so. Hence thinking and intending are 
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primary to doing, and similarly religious thinking is primary to religious doing. Yet on 

the basis of our own experience we know that an intention to perform an act does 

not necessarily involve andy consideration ofthe meaning ofthe act in question. For 

instance, one can aim to participate in the Christian Eucharist without reflecting, in 

any way, on the meaning of that sacrament.I try to further elucidate my standpoint 

by means ofan example. Archaeologists have discovered tools, weapons and jewellery 

in the ancient graves. We can ask for what reason our ancestors were buried with 

those objects: Was it just a custom without any deeper meaning or a way to show 

respect to the deceased, or was that practice ofburial associated with certain beliefs 

concerning afterlife and transcendence? Perhaps we shall never know the answer. 

However, in so far as the practice of burial has a conceptual content, we can, if we 

are well enough informed, represent that content by means of language, and this 

conceptual representation does not, ofcourse, require us to actually perform a burial. 

Moreover, it is conceivable that there were a religion, which completely renounces 

external rituals. In so far as such religion includes any rituals, they would take place 

only in mind and imagination. 

The question often presented to the study ofreligion is whether religion arises 

from the individual experience or whether religion is built on the rest ofcommunity 

and of its language, needs and function. The question ofwhether the basis ofreligion 

lies in an individual or in society is quite simplistic, and in a certain sense, it would be 

most reliable to answer it that religion is based on both. However, it is more illuminating 

to consider what kind ofrelationship there is between and individual and community 

in religion; what factors have an effect on that relationship; and whether the factors 

in question are historical, particular and accidental, or timeless, universal and 

necessary. The recent sociological discussion has debated these questions particularly 

in connection with the issue of the privatisation of religion, to which I will proceed 

next. 

5. PRIVATISATION OF RELIGION 

I have said that several recent assessments tell us the commitment to religious 

institutions has weakened in Europe and the new religious seeking is directed also 

elsewhere than to the traditional Christian church. Relating to this, researches have 
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spoken about the privatisation ofreligion. However, the core of that concept appears 

to be ambiguous, and therefore I will next attempt to clarify various aspects of the 

privatisation ofreligion and will criticise some contemporary conceptions of it. 

First, I have above assumed the private means, at face value, belonging to an individual. 

Private often also means not open to the public and confidential. Language belongs 

to an individual in that he or she can have the skill ofspeaking, reading, and writhing. 

However, basically our linguistic skills exist as part of a broader social interaction, 

from which they are inherited to individuals. According to Wittgenstein's known 

Notion, language cannot be private in the sense that only one person can understand 

it. More precisely, there cannot be a private language such that it is not translatable 

to any other language. It would seem to follow from the impossibility of a private 

language that in a strict sense religion can be private only ifit does not include any 

linguistic practice such as religious thinking, confessing and praying. This paradoxical 

view is based on the assumptions that thinking is linguistic and that language always 

is a social practice. However, there also is non-linguistic thinking, such as imagistic 

or pictorial thinking, as well as there are other non-linguistic mental states, and one 

could suppose that perhaps a private religion would be based on those states. 

I suppose most people find it natural to think that beliefs, doctrines, stories 

and other linguistic constructions are central in religion. However, ifwe assume that 

language is dropped out ofreligion, what remain left? Sometimes, not rarely, it has 

been suggested that emotions or feelings from the basis ofreligion. For example, the 

19th --century German philosopher of religion Friedrich Schleiermacher identified a 

feeling of dependence as a central element of religious experience. Schleiermacher 

held that the feeling of dependence lies at the root of all religious worship, and that 

however high the spiritual life might raise it must always begin with a deep sense of 

a need which only God could satisfy. 

According to a rather popular philosophical view, emotions involve an evaluation 

and that evaluative component ofemotion has a prepositional content. For example, 

if a person sees an angry dog and feels fear for it, the evaluative component of his 

or her emotion could be the proposition "That dog isfrightening. "Hence emotions 

or, more precisely, the evaluative component of emotions presuppose linguistic 

meaning. In other works, emotions require language and thus are dependent on a 

community of language user. Moreover, emotions are socially constructed and 
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controlled. One could accordingly expect that religious emotions also cannot be 

private, in the sense of being independent from linguistic and other practices of 

community. I will return later in this paper to the question ofwhether there could be 

a religion where no language is used. 

So far I have tried to explicate some elementary problems relating to the 

concept of the privatisation of religion. Next I seek to identify from which those 

problems arise. Religion and more specifically religious ideas and practices can be 

private in many senses and that often makes the discussion ofprivatisation confusing. 

In what follows, I will distinguish between different but partly overlapping meanings 

that are associated with the privatisation ofreligion. I will comment the cases shortly. 

(1) The loosening of the relationship between the individual and religious 

community: In sociological discussion, the privatisation ofreligi~QJlrimarilyrefers 

to the process where the religious thinking and practice of individuals gradually 

loosen from that of their community. Consequently, people practice religion more 

and more alone and not with a group. This development is seen to be connected with 

the general growth ofindividualism and the weakening ofthe authority of communities. 

_~?wadays, individuals are taking responsibility for on increasingly board range of 

decisions, activities, and concerns. For this reason, institutionalised forms ofreligion 

have largely lost their ability to provide an obligatory framework for individual piety 

and allegiance. In this situation, institutionalised religion merely provides a set of 

resources and options for individual devotion. (Fenn 2003:xv.) 

(2) The personal selection of religious beliefs and practices: When 

contemporary sociologists speak about the privatisation ofreligion, they often refer 

to the process where an individual chooses, in one way or another, his or her religious . 

believes and practices.In this case, the individual has not just inherited religious 

ideas and practices by his or her community, but he or she has more or less actively 

made a seletion. Such a selection can be based, for example, on the individual's own 

experiences oflife; on the advices given by others; and on the assessment influenced 

by many accidental factors, such as in what culture and individual has group up, and 

with which religions he or she has been in contact. The selection ofone's religious 

beliefs and practices does not need to be based only on existing beliefs, but in principle 
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an individual can also invent new religious ideas and practices. Some authors also 

speak about "an ala carte religion" or" supermarket religiosity" in which an individual 

adheres to the beliefs and practices of several different religions according to his or 

her own taste. In this case, one could say that the individual has used different 

believes and practices as component parts in a personal mixture. 

Above I have presented the two major sociological meanings of the 

privatisation of religion. They are the loosening of the relationship between the 

individual and religious community, and the personal selection ofreligious beliefs and 

practices. Yet a religious community, and the personal selection of religious beliefs 

and practices. Yet a religious idea or practice can be private in other sense, too. The 

next, partly overlapping cases, which I will review, are linked with various questions 

of philosophy of mind and philosophy of language. However, the presentation of 

these cases will also help to clarify certain sociological views of the privatisation of 

religion. 

(3) Idiosyncrasy and private habits: An idea can be private in the sense of 

its being peculiar to a person or idiosyncratic, and a person can have private habits. 

Sometimes we hear people to say of a person that he or she has highly individual and 

eccentric views, and some people are regarded as even more original and independent 

thinkers than they actually are. However, we do not always know whether an idea 

or a practice truly is original or whether a person has learned it from somebody else. 

The community largely influences the thinking, beliefs and habits of an individual, 

and those religious phrases, ways of thinking, and practices that a person cultivates, 

he or she usually adopts, in one way 0 another, from there, where he or she lives and 

. moves.	 For this reason, we mainly have such religious beliefs and practices that 

other members of our community also have. 

(4) Private knowledge: An idea or a practice can also be private in the sense 

that only a person him- or herselfknows that idea or is able to perform that practice. 

Thus a knowledge or skill can be exclusive such that it requires special information, 

exercise, or expertise. Many religions contain secrets and mysteries which are re

vealed only to the initiated and experts of religion are, for example, priests, monks 
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and sadhus. However, their expertise is largely based on following a common reli

gious tradition thay have learned. 

(5) Private understanding: In principle, an idea can also be private in the 

sense that only one person factually understands it. We all have encountered ideas 

that seem to us hard to understand. In such cases, we may have thought that per

haps it is only the initiator of that idea who is able to understand it. However, the 

abstruseness on an idea does not, ofcourse, necessarily entail that only the initiator 

of that idea is able to understand it. An idea, which is hard to understand, can be a 

false notion or a shree confusion, or it can be a right and meaningful notion but 

requires specific background information in order to be understandable. For exam

ple, certain ideas in mathematics and physics are so abstract and complex, that only 

a handful of specialists are said to understand them. Some religious ideas, too, may 

be difficult to understand, often due to various implicit tradition-based assumption 

included in them. However, this kink ofabstruseness does not entail than the mean

ing of a religious expression is unavoidably inexpressible and incommunicable to 

others. Nonetheless, the more religion becomes a private matter, the more difficult 

and incomprehensible religious ideas and practices may seem to those who do not 

practice religion themselves. Thus, if an individual lacks appropriate background 

information, it.can be difficult for him or her to understand religion. 

(6) Privacy ofmental states: Our thoughts often are private in the trivial 

sense that only we ourselves know what we are currently thinking. Presumbly on 

one has a direct access to anotherperson's mental states and we cannot read thoughts. 

Ifa person does not express his or her religious thoughts to others but remains silent 

about his or her views, one could say that religion is part ofhis or her private mental 

states. 

I have presented here various cases where an idea or a practice is said to be, 

in one sense or another, private. Lastly, I assumed it to be common that a person 

leaves his or her thoughts unexpressed to others. Although this kind of private or 

silent thinking is usual, people nevertheless often share the same ideas, also religious 

ideas. This sharing is based onthe fact that whatever has been expressed in the 
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language is understood, and what has been understood once can be, at least in 

principle, understood again. We could also put it this way: To be linguistic expression 

requires that the expression is understandable. Understanding, for its part, is social 

in origin and understanding requires that we have gained knowledge of how and in 

what contexts different linguistic expressions are used. We can also learn foreign 

languages. That ability rests on our former knowledge about language, human be

ings and their communities, intentions, desires, and conditions oflife. Linguists have 

even been able to reconstruct languages that do not exist anymore. That has taken 

place by means of historical sources, knowledge about other languages and cul

tures, and imagination. I do not know any reason why the possibility ofsuch recon

struction would not concern religious language as well. In fact, we can also under

stand a dead religion, such as the religion of the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, or Ro

mans, Hence, even if the practice ofa religion would completely end at some period 

ofhistory, it does not necessarily entail that the religion in question becomes impos

sible to understand. Moreover, one could suppose that it is in principle possible to 

revive a dead religion if there is enough available information about it. 

I said above that the primary sociological meaning ofthe privation ofreligion 

is the loosening of the relationship between the individual and community. Such 

loosening can take place in tow major ways. First, the individual's practice of reIi

gion can loosen from the rules and practices of community, and secondly the indi

vidual's religious thinking can become estranged from the teachings and basic ideas 

of his or her community. Thus, there are the privatisation of practice and the priva

tisation of thinking. Suffice to say here that, in principle, the sects originate and 

deviate from established religious communities in these same ways. 

It is worth-noting that when researchers speak about the privatisation of reIi

gious thinking, they often mean, in fact, that the individuals' interpretations of reIi

gious beliefs and doctrines have become estranged from a church's official teach

ing. We can thus distinguish between the privatisation of religious thinking and the 

privatisation of religious understanding. The former would simply mean that an indi

vidual does not express his or her religious ideas to others, but keeps those ideas in 

his or her own mind. The latter, in turn, would mean that the individual's interpreta

tions and explanations ofreligious doctrines more or less significantly differ from the 

interpretations given by his or her religious community. 
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The privati sation ofpractice and the privatisation of thinkinglunderstanding 

are often connected to each other, but they can also be independent from each 

other. A little participation in the activity of community easily contributes to the 

distancing ofreligious thinking from the community's teaching. The privatisation of 

religious thinking for its part can lead to detachment from the community's practice 

of religion. Nonetheless, in Europe particularly the big mainstream churches are 

doctrinally relatively liberal, and they hardly ask about the religious commitment of 

those participating in religious events. Thus the privatisation of religious thinking 

does not necessarily lead to exclusion from religious community, nor does the priva

tisation ofreligious practice either. 

I will end my analysis of the privatisation of religion with referring again to 

Durkheim's view. According to his definition, religion is a system of beliefs and 

practices that bind a community together around those things, which it holds sacred. 

This notion assumes that the content of religion is collective. Durkheim seemed 

sceptical of a future in which each person would not only individuate collective 

ideas, but where such practice would become the central focus of religious life 

(Durkheim 1995:43). Along with this view, we can suppose that for an individual 

believer:. membership within a religious community may be of secondary impor

tance. However, for the future of religion the existence ofa community, which uses 

religious language, is ofprimary importance. This view is based on the assumptions 

that religion is a practice that essentially involves the use of the linguistic expres

sions and that language always is a social practice. 

6. COMMUNITY'S LOSS OF MEMORY 

Major questions regarding the future of religion .are whether and in what 

way social religion will change due to the privatisation of religion. Scholars have 

answered these questions differently, and the discussion of the future of religion has 

been basically divided into two camps: One holds that religion can maintain its viabil

ity only by renewing, and another, for its part, claims that the strength of religion lies 

in its ability to maintain tradition. 

The French sociologist Daniele Hervieu-Leger belongs among the scholars 

who hold that secularisation has also advanced such that religiosity has declined. 
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However, she believes that religion performs an important social function by main

taining and transferring the common tradition ofpeople. For both an individual and 

community, it is important to remember the tradition, because the identity, or the 

notion of who I am, is based on memory. For an individual, it is difficult to make 

choices and decision if he or she does not remember who he or she is and what he 

or she has done, said and thought. Also for a community, It is difficult to decide what 

it wants from the future ifit has forgotten its past. Religion gathers the past, present 

and future believers as the members of community, and the collective memory or 

the tradition ofcommunity is the basis of its existence. 

In modem societies, there are innumerable institutions, communities and sys

tems of habits, which are specialized and differentiated and which have various 

takes and goals. Individuals simultaneously belong to different communities and are 

in contact with different institutions. On the one hand, the diversity of institutions, 

communities and systems of habits is confusing, but on the other hand, individuals 

attempt to decipher that diversity and want to comprehend their would of experi

ence so that it fOims a meaningful whole. The common memory has an important 

role in the comprehending of this whole because it gives the common background 

and structure into which particular institutions, habits and goals settle. 

I said that Hervieu-Leger thinks religiosity has declined. She holds that the 

decline of religiosity of contemporary Europeans is not due to the fact that science 

and rationality would have replaced religion. Instead, the decline of religiosity is 

caused by a lost of memory. The transfer of tradition or common memory has been 

interrupted when several parents have left to mediate religion to their chidren. That 

has lead to the situation where individuals are suffering from a form of spiritual 

amnesia. In it they forget not only their traditions but, despite their self-concern, who 

they truly are. The core oftheir personal identity is thus in perennial danger because 

they lack a spiritual and social context in which to thrive and against which to dis

cover their own limitations. Hervieu-Leger finds that in this kind of sitution narsism 

replace spirituality. 

There are several factors behind the development of spiritual amnesia, and 

for parents it can be difficult to teach religious customs and stories to their children 

for many reasons. Parents have perhaps themselves given up religious customs and 

religion is only very little on view in their world ofexperience, or they hold the view 
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that they are lacking right words to speak about religion and religious matters. Also, . 

the showing ofthe practice ofreligion to others may be felt to be embarrassing, and 

many say they regard participating in church service as annoying because the cus

toms and hymns are strange. 

The difficulty ofspeaking ofreligious matters may be due to various reasons. 

Itmay be simply due to the lack ofpractice, but it also may arise from presumptions 

related to culture. Parents may experience speaking ofreligion as improper indoctri

nation or modification of opinion. In Europe, many think that religion is a private 

matter and that everyone should find and choose his or her own faith. In the list 

presented above, this way ofthinking represents the second sociological meaning of 

the privatisation of religion, namely the personal selection of religious beliefs and 

practices. 

In the present situation, several instructors avoid offering children and young 

people a clear viewpoint from which the purpose ofhuman life would open. How

ever, for the development ofa young person, it would be good to hear from his or her 

parents what makes them to feel life meaningful. If the view of life is reduced to a 

mere question oftaste, it signals that all alternatives are as good. This is nihilism and 

it abolishes a genuine pluralism by flattering all differences ofopinion out into sub

jective preferences. 

The emphasis on individual has also influenced the relationships between young 

people and parents. Parents prefer their children's becoming independent at an early 

stage. For independent children and youngsters, the friends become so important 

that they can even displace parents. Culture and entertainment industry has coaught 

hod ofthis by offering children and young people their own products. By means of 

those products, there are built children's and youngsters' own worlds where they 

can withdraw, either alone or with their friends. This further estranges children's 

and youngsters' worlds from the world of parents. In this kind of situation, it is 

difficult for parents to create contact to their children, for the children get their 

significant symbolic and social connections outside from home. 

According to a stereotypical view found in many European countries, boys 

think religion is stupid and obsolate, and religion interests more women and aged 

people than young men. Speaking about religion may arouse shame and embarrass

ment in boys. However, some young people regard religion as an alternative to the 
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mainline culture. For them, entertainment, technology and market powers represent 

the superficial, simpleminded and restless area of culture, whereas religion is pro

found, wise and restful. In the West, the upsurge of the sympathy towards religion 

is partly based on the fact that the Christian churches have arisen to criticise the 

market economy's principles of function and that the churches have demand socie

ties to check and control the impersonal market mechanisms. In this respect, the 

churches have come closer to the political left. Religious institutions who have been 

afraid of the loss oftheir traditions have thus found new friends from their historical 

critics. 

7. COMMUNALITY OF RELIGION 

So far I have presented fragmentary remarks on the nature of the 

communality ofreligion. The final part ofthis study will deal with that theme in more 

detail. I will summarise different viewpoints about the communality of religion and 

will also return to the issue of secularisation. 

A sociological standard view regards religion as a social phenomenon, al

though the social dimension of religion has been transformed, particularly in many 

European countries, in the last decades. According to a common assumption, the 

communality of religion appears primarily such that people participate together in 

the events and activity of their religious community. However, some contemporary 

authors have questioned the notion that the communality of religion is essentially 

social gathering (Laerrnans & Wilson & Billiet 1998, Hervieu-Leger 2000). They 

have increasingly paid attention to the fact that the social sharing of religious atti

tude, practice and understanding does not necessarily require direct interaction be

tween people. Behind this view there are several factors, but the rapid development 

and expanding of communication has especially aroused attention. Intemet, radio, 

television and movies as well as books, magazines and newspapers have replaced to 

some extent the physical contact between people. In a cybemetic world, there is 

little immediate connection between one's actual social status or physical location on 

the one hand, and the limits ofavailable interaction on the other. Now in many cases 

the media sustain the transmission and social sharing ofreligion as well. The media 

also transform people's assumptions about what others think and believe. For the 
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communality ofreligion, it is central that a person assumes there are also others who 

believe and feel in the same way as him or herself. Inmy view, this is the core ofthe 

communality ofreligion, which the public cultic-ritual activity reinforces. 

I think that religion has, perhaps interestingly, a similar relationship to commu

nity thatn literature has. Both religion and literature require community whose mem

bers express their thoughts, emotions and ideas by the signs that also others are able 

to understand. Thus both religion and literature include a social and communicative 

aspect, and it is for communication reasons, among others, that the religions of 

literate cultures have been able to expand more widely than the religions ofilliterate 

cultures. The analogy between religion and literature extends also to the ways of 

attitude: One regards as good and interesting a book that another would not care to 

read, and one holds religion and its stories as impressive, whereas they leave an

other cold and emotionally uninvolved. Max Muller and Max Weber called the latter 

type of people, who are personally indifferent to religion, "religiously unmusical." 

Perhaps people who are personally interested in religion could respectively be called 

"religiously musical." 

The scientific study ofreligion has long held the view that individual religious 

commitment is rooted in social support and reinforcement (Stark & Finke 2000 : 

141; Hervieu-Leger 2000: 25, 86 and 88). I would say further that religion is social 

essentially for the reason that people use religious language, which is a practice 

regulated, reinforced and mediated to individuals by community. The maintaining of 

this practice requires that individuals learn religious language. The learning of reli

gious language, habits of thought and practices is based on that there are people 

who show example and who teach about religion what they can themselves. Of 

course, one can also gain knowledge ofreligion, for example, by reading books or by 

seeing movies. In fact, nowadays, there are several media available for learning 

religion. However, the traditional home place ofreligion is cultic-ritual activity, and 

the corporate practice ofworship is the native soil from which talk about God springs. 

Nonetheless, religious thinking and language also live elsewhere, and it seems to me 

that religious language will increasingly flourish in literature, theatre and movies, 

which fuel imagination and arouse emotions: joy, grief, fear and hope. However, I 

am much more unconfident with the view that private religiosity could survive even 

ifthe social practice ofworship would completely end. Yet, for many people, it is not 
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necessary to take much part in cultic activity by themselves. For them, it is sufficient 

to trust that the professionals of religion, priests and monks, faithfully take care of 

the rituals even if nobody is seeing that. 

The researchers who emphasize the communality of religion are inclined to 

think that social practices, rituals and cultic activity are central in religion. One can 

practice religion alone, for example by quieting down for prayer, but the private piety 

has meaning and significance only in relation to social practice where people regu

larly act in a certain way, for example pray. The studies which emphasize communality 

have often also appealed to the fact that the experience and activity of the founders 

of religious (Buddha, Jesus and Muhammad par excellence) are based on what 

they have learned and adopted from the culture and community whose members 

they are . In other words, religions are subject to the influence of community, its 

tradition and practices already from the origin. 

One of the main advocates defending the secularisation paradigm, Steve Bruce 

says, "Shared believes sustain the community, which in tum extracts commitment 

and sacrifice from the individual" (Bruce 2002 :(5). The social fragmentation and 

diversity in turn bring about secularisation and their secularising impact depends 

Iargcly on an egalitarian culture and democratic polity (Bruce 2002: :'6). A society 

advancing equal rights for all seeks to offer the same rights to the adherents of 

different religions and that prevents any religion from attaining a monopolist posi

! ion. Bruce holds that the increase of tolerance and the awareness that believes and 

ways of thinking are historically and culturally relative have lead to secularisation in 

the West. However, it seems that the case is different, for example, in India where 

rcl igious pluralism has not resulted in rclati vism nor sccularisation of the western 

type. Thus, religious pluralism docs not necessarily get people to sec their own 

tradition in a relativistic light. However, Bruce holds that tolerance and relativism 

lead to secularisation because when people cease believing in the uniqueness of 

their own faith, they lose the desire to get others to believe in the same way. At the 

same time, the starting point for spreading and maintaining a particular religion dis

appears. In this kind of situation, religion remains at best a matter of individual taste. 

One could ask if it is then impossible for religious language and practices to maintain 

their viability in the modem pluralistic and globalizing culture. This question deserves 

a more profound answer but, in brief, it seems that religious language and practices 
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have been able to maintain their viability in various cultural, historical and political 

circumstances; also in a situation where there is religious pluralism. India could 

again serve as an example of society where religious pluralism has not resulted in 

the loss ofsocial religion. 

I will to end this discussion by shortly referring to a classical view of the 

nature of religion. According Friedrich Schleiermacher, religion causes so great 

feelings and emotions in humans, that those feelings must be shared with others. On 

this view, what matters in religion is its emotional effect and impressiveness. It 

would seem that the diversity ofreligions and religious experiences does not neces

sarily reduce the impressiveness of a particular religious feeling, at least not to 

those who share the same feeling and sentiment. Next, I will proceed to treat the 

question ofin what way various assumptions concerning language madify our view 

ofthe future of religion. 

8. LANGUAGE ANDTHE FUTURE OF RELIGION 

The speaking, writing and reading ofthe natural languages such as Bengali, 

English and Finnish are based on the rules, habits and practices that the community 

of language users maintains. However, one could ask if there are rules of language 

that would be even more fundamental, innate and independent from community and 

culture. This kind ofview has long history in the western philosophy since already 

the church father Augustine (354-430) seemed to assume that there is an inborn 

language ofthought and that a child has to learn a spoken language only. 

Noam Chomsky, the American linguist and well-known developer ofthe theory of 

mental language, states that a small child has a remarkable amount ofinnate knowl

edge about the grammar. that is common to all human languages (Chomsky 1957 : 4 

and 30; 1965 : 47-59). Thus, according to Chomsky, there is some kind ofuniversal 

grammar. His ideas have been further developed by Jerry Fodor, the central con

tributor to the philosophy ofpsychology and the science of cognition, who claims 

that the learning of a language requires that a person already commands another 

language (Fodor 1975 : 65). Based on this assumption, Fodor comes to a similar 

view than Augustine: One ofthe languages that a human being commands must be 

inherent, for otherwise the learning oflanguage is lacking a base. Furthermore, the 
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language of thought has to be at least as rich and expressive than any natural lan

guage that we could learn. Our ability to learn Bengali, English and Finnish rests on 

this innate mental language. 

Chomsky's and Fodor's view is speculative and fanciful, but it also has its 

advantages. First, it answers the question why a child learns to speak in a very short 

time in comparison to that the learning of language would be based only on collect

ing examples of use. Secondly, the theory of mental language also answers to the 

question of why a child very quickly begins to combine words and sentences and 

thus to produce expressions that he or she has not heard earlier. In other words, 

Chomsky's and Fodor's view explains why a child who is learning to speak is able to 

understand language and to form new meaningful expressions. 

As regards religion, the theory of mental language is interesting because, if 

the theory is right, the linguistic and conceptual basis of religion can be inherent and 

precede experiene. Fodor's amazing claim is that we do not learn concepts but they 

are inherently in mind. Thus, we all share the same concepts stored in mind. Ac

cording to the established view generated on the basis ofsociological and anthropo

logical research, all societies include religious activity, and religion is a characteristic 

peculiar to human being and human communities. Based on this view, one could 

regard it as likely that the alleged language of thought also includes religious con

cepts. However, it docs not follow from this that different religions were in mind of 

humans in form of the organised systems of doctrines. Instead, the religious con

cepts included in the language of thought just offer a condition of possibility for 

religious thought constructions, so that various beliefs and doctrines can arise. In 

other words, relying on the theory of mental language and on sociological knowl

edge of the commonness of religion, one could assume that religious beliefs and 

(loclrines are based on concepts inherent to human beings. Such concepts could be, 

for example. the concepts of holy, sacred. and almighty. However, the theory of 

mental language does not dispute the view that the various factors relating to soci

('1 v. ell1turc an v1 historical si tuation shape religion and the language and practice 

Accordiuu 10 the theory of mental language, a human being is able to express 

1he j ncan ing of ihe concepts in mind when he or she learns spoken language. None

thcicss. it is possible that the members ofa society become estranged from religion 
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and forget it at some period of history. If the theory of mental language is right, 

religion is, however, in some sense independent from whether anyone speaks about 

God or other religious subjects: Religion cannot disappear completely if religious 

concepts are deposited in the inherent language of thought that is common to all. 

However, the theory ofmental language is controversial, and Ludwig Wittgenstein, 

among others, criticised the Augustinian view of the language of thought. He re

jected the view that there are inborn concepts in human mind (PI 32). According to 

Wittgenstein, understanding is a practical skill or ability and not conceptual knowl

edge (PI 199). The learning oflanguage is the practice and adoption of right habits 

and uses, and the understanding is based on the practice ofthem (PI 5). Wittgenstein 

held that the meanings of linguistic expressins are revealed by observing humans' 

use of language, and that the understanding appears in behaviour so that human 

beings act in a certain way and use certain linguistic expressions regularly in situa

tions or contexts of a certain kind. Thus, the meaning requires consistency of use, 

and such consistency can be understood only against the background of social 

practice. This view is associated with Wittgenstein's known notion that language 

cannot be private, in the sense that only one person can understand it. Moreover, 

there cannot be a private language such that it is not translatable to any other lan

guage. Wittgenstein found that language exists as part of a broader social interac

tion, from which it is inherited to the individual (PI 256-271). In order to be able to 

think and to tell about his or her thoughts, the person has to command the use of 

linguistic expressions. This command is not purely a private action, but it presup

poses public rules, habits and practices. In addition, if the meanings of words were 

private, we could not communicate. In other words, a private language could not 

serve as a means of communication. 

One could expect that what Wittgenstein says about private language must 

also concern religion and religious language. Yet it is necessary to note that 

Wittgenstein did not deal particularly with religion when he spoke about the impossi

bility of a private language. Nonetheless, his ideas concerning language have in 

many ways influenced contemporary philosophy ofreligion and the work oftheolo

gians, too. Although Wittgcnstein's remarks on religion can be interpreted in various 

ways, his view of religious beliefhas quite often been stated as follows: Religious 

belief is a steadfast commitment that guides one's entire life and is not based on 
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evidence or arguments. Religious bel ief is incommensurable with atheistic thought 

in the sense that the assertions of believers and nonbelievers do not contradict one 

another, and although religious belief is not reasonable, it is not unreasonable. This 

view of religious belief is commonly called as fideism, 

It has also been stated that for Wittgeustein religion was a kind of ultimate 

question that has turned into a form oflife. Wiugenstein held that the form of life of 

a human being bases on the conditions of life on the rest of which he or she lives. 

These conditions of life appear in the practices thaL are important to human being, 

and a form of ife can change only if the conditions of human life will drastically 

change (OC 232, 341, 356, 358). This view does not, of course, entail that there is 

only one possible form oflife nor that only one kind of social construction ofreality 

is feasible. 

Wittgenstein called language and the whole of those functions with which 

langage is interwined as language game, and according to him, a word can have 

meaning and can refer to something only as part of the linguistic and functional 

environment formed by a language game. According to Wittgenstein, the religious 

form oflife is related to the "problem oflife" or the question whether our fundamen

tal language-games and respective form of life agree with our real conditions oflife 

(VB 1980,5). Wittgenstein thought that the life itselfdetermines what kind offunda

mental language-games humans have, and for example, birth, ageing and dead are 

common and constant conditions related to the structures of life. Religion as the 

ultimate question concerns whether language and a form of life are truthful, or 

whether they obscure and hide our real conditions of life and so uphold a kind of 

brainwashing (VB 1980, 27). Many writers have stated that consumptionism or 

materialism, entertainment, and the idealisation of technology, fashion and sex are 

the trends in which the present culture indoctrinates us. Nonetheless, the problem of 

life concerns, in principle, all humans and communities, and therefore the basis of 

religion is, in a certain sense, timeless and universal. One could put it this way: The 

basis of religion is , in a certain sense, timeless and universal. One could put it this 

way: The basis of religion lies in the lasting need for a critical stance in regard to the 

prevailing culture and form oflife. 

Wittgenstein's view about the impossibility of a private language offers a 

philosophical argument to the claim that religon rests on community. A person can 
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practice, in a certain sense, private thinking and he or she may have original ideas, 

but also in that case he or she thinks in the language, which is a social practice. For 

this reason, religion as a linguistic phenomenon cannot be private. Religion could 

disappear ifnobody ever uses religious language. However, this line ofdevelopment 

is not in view. 

In the light of the above interpretation of Wittgenstein, the social basis of 

religion is twofold: First, religion deals with questions that in principle concern all 

humans. Secondly, the dealith with religious questions takes place by means oflan

guage that requires a community of language users. On the one hand, this view of 

religion may seem rather intellectual and problem - centered. On the other hand, it 

leaves unexplained the question of why exactly religion is appropriate for dealing 

with the problem of life. I am inclined to answer it this way: The answer to the 

problem of life consists of participating in a form of life that seeks to disclose out 

existential conditions of life. The problem oflife needs a practical solution and par

ticipating in a religious form oflife supports the striving for that goal. This is because 

religion is focussed to keep the problem oflife alive. In a sense, religion carries the 

problem oflife with it. The task ofreligious beliefs and doctrines, for their part, is not 

to present patent answers to the problem of life. Instead, religious doctrines and 

stories are means for keeping the problem oflife tangible. They remind people not to 

be in love with themselves, with high living and riches, with the pleasures ofsences, 

or with human plans and desires. Religious Doctrines and stories teach us the tran

sistorises of the world and human glory, but they also teach us love, compassion, 

self-sacrifice, humbleness, and patience. 

What I have presented here is, of course, and idealised view of religion, and 

I do not want to deny the various problems related to religions and religious beliefs. 

In his book Religion and Community (2000), the British Anglican theologian Keith 

Ward states those problems as follows: "Religions can become tools oftribalism and 

nationalism, ofviolence and intolerance. They often foster unthinking traditionalism 

and authoritarianism, or an astonishing indifference to considerations of ordinary 

human welfare." Ward continues that "against such tendencies, the protest of secu

larism, at its best, insists on freedom ofconscience, the right ofdissent, and the need 

to contribute positively to human flourishing. Yet secularism, too is ambiguous, and 

has sometimes led, paradoxically, to the collapse ofany moral sensibility, and to the 
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advocacy of totalitarian views of the supremacy of the state." (Ward 2000:357

358) We can conclude that religion, at its best, upholds a critical stance to the pre

vailing culture and from of life, but at the same time the danger of religion is to turn 

into a new alienating system. This is the Scylla and Charybdis between which reli

gion should navigate. 

Above I have put forward a possible reading of Wittgenstein's view of reli

gion. That reading suggests that religion is inescapably social because oflanguage. 

This view is based on the assumption that language is essential in religion. However, 

one could ask if it is possible to have a religion where no language is used. Some 

contemporary theologians and philosophers ofreligion have proposed something like 

this, but the roots of that view extend to the classical apophatic or negative theology 

that forbids us to follow the natural ways of thinking and to trust in the ability of 

human thinking to grasp God. The famous view ofthe negative theology is that God 

is ineffable at utmost. From this kind oftheology, it is a short step to a non-cognitive 

conception ofreligious language. According to that conception, religon claims actu

ally nothing. Yet religious language includes propositions or sentences which look 

like propositions, but the real task of those sentences is else than to present claims 

about this world or the transcendence: Religious language represents, in a meta

phorical way, emotions and values and it gives form to the believer's view ofhim - or 

herself and to his or her experience of "being-in-the-world". However, this kind of 

expression can take place also in other way than by means of language, and for 

example, art, music and dance can be the means of expression for religion. None

theless, it can be difficult lor us to imagine what would be a religion, which re

nounces language altogether. obviously, it would be something else than correct 

belief. Perhaps, a religion without words would be a kind of meditation , but it also 

could include ritual positions, motions and gestures. Perhaps, a languageless religion 

would be a specific mode ofbeing, and in that it could have connections, for exam

ple, to mysticism, to the silent practice ofreligion in monasteries or to the spirituality 

of the Quakers. However, the silence relating to at least the last two is a different 

thing than rejecting language and conceptual thinking altogether. Some traditions of 

mysticism also encourage giving up language only when a person has practiced 

conceptual thinking as far as possible. Also, even if a meditation itself would not 

require language, one could expect that at least the instructions to meditation would 
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be linguistically expressible. Moreover,even if there can be ineffable or inexpress

ible things, at least we can say that of them. On the basis of these remarks, one 

could suppose that language is a means by which one can, at least to some extent, 

approach that which in itself is not expressible by means oflanguage. 

Epiologue: In Finland, a classical form of spirituality which has gained 

favour in recent years is the retreat of silence. The participants of such retreats 

bound themselves to a common silence for some days. The favour of the retreats of 

silence can partly be explained by that they give both individual freedom and a 

spiritual community to the participants but the retreats do not demand effort for 

constructing interaction in speech. Some have also claimed that in the 'past the 

community of faith required a language, but not any more. Now people want to 

preserve the quality offaith even though they hesitate to accept any specific prede

termined orders of faith. People are after a direct experience without a given vo

cabulary and fixed syntax. 

9. SUMMARY 

In this paper, I have sought to defend the view that the future of religion is 

primarily determined by that how and on what conditions religious language can 

remain viable. Language always is a social practice and therefore the future of 

religion is largely dependent on that what will hapen to religious communities. The 

key question of the future of religion is how we can learn and keep up religious 

language and transfer it to the next generation. Particularly in many European coun

tries, children learn near instructors who could show example and who could teach 

about religion what they can themselves. The teaching ofreligion and the transfer of 

religious practices are decisive for the viability of religious language. I believe tha 

the role of literature, theatre and movies as the bearers of religious language will 

strengthen, even though the basis of religion lies in the social practice of worship. 
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A CRITIQUE OF EPISTEMIC PROOFS:
 
IN THE CONTEXT OF BHARTRHARl
 

D.N. TIWARI 

Bhart r: hari has a cognitive understanding on the problems oflanguage, being 

and cognition. It is evident from the fact that, while reflecting on the issues, he is 

always seen well aware of the limits ofphilosophical reflections, which are confined 

to the beings, revealed by language in the mind. His aim, in va kyapadiya and in 

Mahdbhii ~ yadipikii , is neither to found or to support a metaphysical theory of : 

language nor to follow or th found any epistemology. He investingates into the cognition 

by language in order to clarify the right conduct establised by the scripture and to 

remove the impurities oflanguage and ofverbal cognition that deviate, confuse and 

corrupt the right conduct established by scriptures. Bhart r: hari clearly writes 'Right 

conduct is not established by the reasoning without association from scripture. Even 

the knowledge, which the sages possess, has the scripture as authority'. VP.1/30. 

He is a language Philosopher (SZibdika) for whom language is the guide and what 

the language expresses/reveals is the authority in the matter of knowledge. 

Knowledge, for him, is determinate knowledge since all knowledge is 

intertwined with and revealed by language (VP 1/123). The knowledge infused by 

language is determinate. As it is rs:vealed by language in the mind, it is veridical 

knowledge. It is for the sake of interpreting the knowledge, revealed in the mind by 

language, in terms of validity and invalidity that the means of knowledge, 

epistemological proofs and the issue of validity and invalidity based on them gets 

importance. Nevertheless, even in those cases, the knowledge revealed by language 

in the mind is the foundational. 

Bhart ': hari is not concerned more with epistemology as the term is taken 

popularly but with a philosophy ofepistemology. He analyses knowledge, different 

sources and proofs ofknowledge accepted by different schools ofphilosophy popular 

At his time on the basis of cognition as it figures or revealed by language in the 

mind. One cannot miss to appreciate the novelty of Bhart r: harz' s reflections on 
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the criticism of the theorists who accept knowledge as knowledge derived through 

means of knowledge viz. visual perception, inference (including imposition and 

implication) reasoning (Tarka), etc. He provides secondary importance to sources 

of knowledge except scripture (agama) that accepts the foundationally of the 

knowledge directly revealed by language. Sensory perception or the data derived by 

senses, for him are only means helping the manifestation ofthe language (Spho (a ). 

Manifested by them, the language ( Spho (a ) reveals its own from first from which 

it's meaning is revealed non-differently. In precise, he believes in the active theory 

ofknowledge for which it is an act ofknowing the expresser and the expressed that 

it expresses and their identity as well. It is not confined to the acts of perceiving, 

hearing of verbal utterances, etc; which are only tools in the manifestation of the 

language and of which verbal utterances are only garbs. 

The sources ofknowledge like perception, inference implication, presumption, 

etc, are only tools that help manifestation of the real language 0 that expresses the 

knowledge that is always the knowledge expressed/revealed by language in the 

mind. Reasoning and inference do not furnish knowledge independently oflanguage. 

Knowledge is always a knowledge revealed/expressed by language in ht mind. 

He has mentioned perception, inference, ad r s (a, Abhydsa (practice) as 

conflicting sources ofknowledge an account of them is given as follows. 

1.PERCEPTION
 

He has mentioned two types of perception 

i. Indirect perception is perception by sense organs, which is not free from 

illusion(VP. 2/140). According to Bhart ': hari although the same object is perceived, 

its perception varies person to person. Even the same person perceives the same 

object in a different form on another occasion. Perception varies with the difference 

oftime, space and the changing form ofthe object (VP.2/136). In this connection, he 

has suggested that a wise man should see, even a thing that he perceives with his 

eyes, through the eyes of settled reasoning (Yuktita~). Let him not determine a 

thing on the evidence of his physical perception (VP.2/141). Not only that but there 

are objects that are beyond physical perception also (VP. 1/36). 

ii. Direct perception, that is, the knowledge revealed directly by language in 

the mind. In case of such a perception, Bhart ': hari accepts the data acquired by 
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other sources of knowledge i.e. by sense-object contact, as instruments in the 

manifestation of the language in the mind (Spho fa) that reveals the knowledge. 

This kind ofperceptual knowledge is irrefutable as the language directly reveals it. 

He writes 'When a man does not doubt the perceptual knowledge of a reliable 

person as if it were his own, how can another one (given to reasoning) make him 

who, thus, stands on the side of perception, tU111 back? (VP. 1/39). 

2.INFERENCE : 

Bhart I: hari has not favoured inference as an independent source of 

knowledge. He has criticized reasoning and inference as independent sources of 

knowledge. An account of his arguments against those sources follows. 

CRITICISM OF REASONING AND INFERENCE 

There is difference between reasoning (tarka) and inference (anuma na): 

Hariv I: tti 1/1 He has described two types of reasoning. 

1. The conjectural reasoning that is not based on or which is without an indication 

( Ii,~ ga ) is called reasoning (s' u ~ katarka ) that is erroneous. It is implication while 

the reasoning drawn on the basis ofan indication and furnished for convincing others 

in a syllogistic form is called inference (anuma na). I shall discuss his criticism of 

inference after few steps. Presently, I think it necessary to say that conjectural 

reasoning for Bhart ': hari is erroneous and is just a guess. 

2. Bhart r hari has accepted another sort of reasoning (Tarka) that function as 

authority. Reasoning which is not contradictory to the Veda and the scriptures is an 

eye to those who do not possess the vision into the significance ofscriptures (Vedas). 

The sense of a Vedic sentence is not obtained from its f01111 alone. (VP.1/ 136). 

Human reasoning is the power oflanguage. The reasoning is in accordance with the 

language (scripture) with is not based on anything other than the scripture. VP.1/ 

138. 

For Bhart ': hari knowledge is not merely reasoning, it is virtue. In the context 

of scripture as the source of knowledge, I have already referred to Bhart I: hari 's 

argument according to which 'if knowledge were reasoning (Svabhavika 

Jndna )then scripture is of no use but if virtue is the cause of knowledge then the 

scripture (Veda) is the foundational (.!nana svabhavikendrtha ~ s'iistrai ~ 
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kas'cana vidyate. Dharmo Jniinsya hetus'cet tasyamnayo nibandhonam 

VP.1/134). I have taken the term I Svabhiivika Jndna ' for reasoning. K. Pilai has 

translated the term as instinctive knowledge. Bhatt r: hari in his V r ttl has defined 

the term in the sense of knowledge revealed independently of scripture and with a 

purpose ofdemonstrating or proving one's own interests and avoiding disadvantageous 

one (Ahitprati.~edharthanamhitpratipadanarthanam copades'a s'ii stra I./QII1 

Vaiyarthyani Prasajyate). The V r tti supports my stand on the meaning of the 

term as reasoning derived through the senses naturally fixed in the objects of their 

own. 

In the light of knowledge as virtue, Bhart I: hari has criticized reasoning 

(Tarka) including hypothetical reasoning) specifically in verses VP 1/30-31, 1/136

138,2/78 and inference in VP 1/30-42, 136,138,2/299,2/352,2,368, as the sources 

leading to erroneous cognition on the basis of which communication can not be 

established. 

CRITICISM OF INFERENCE IN THE LIGHT OF ASTKARYAVADA 

The basic argument given by Bhart I: han' for the refutations of inference may be 

recovered from his verses VP 1/32,34,37-42 and Hariv r tticts them. It includes 

presumption, implication, etc, also as there is no separate mention of them in 

Vdkyapadi ya. He has refuted inference for two reasons firstly, inference is not a 

valid source ofknowledge and secondly, it cannot function as a source ofknowledge 

independently and isolatively from scripture. This issue will be discussed after few 

steps under the point scripture as the source of knowledge. According to verse VP 

1/32, the properties of substance change with the changes of their status, time and 

spac~. Because of their changing properties, the invariable concomitance, on which 

inferential knowledge is based, cannot be established. For instance, green longpepper 

causes cough while the dried pepper removes the vitiation of the three humeral of 

the body (trido!i as). The sprout comes out from the com in a state but does not 

germinate ifmouse smells up the com Water flowing from Himalayas is cool but 

water in some places in some ponds is hot even in winter. The water in the well is 

hot in winter while the same water in summer is cool. 

In the v r tti of VP. 1/37, Bhart r: hari has refuted the possibility of inferential 
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cognition (Anumiti Jndna ) as accepted in the theories of Asatkdrya and Satka rya . 

While discussing the arguments of Asatkdryavada , he has not mentioned Pii rvavat , 

S'e ~ avat and samdnyatod ': s t a are possible. An account of the discussion is 

given here below. 

I. An inference of a Pii rvavat type in which the effect, yet to take place or to be 

known, is inferred on the basis of perception of the cause, which is present 

(Purva kdra n am asydstiti Piirvavat i. For example, the inference 'it will rain' on 

the bases ofperception ofclouds present in the sky. According to Bhart ': hari , the 

inference of the capacity acting on effect is possible only if the effect is perceived. 

The effect yet to take place is non-existent at the time of inferring and, thus, there is 

no actual presence of the reason (Hetu) for inference. In the absence of the hetu, 

the inference of a Pii rvavat , type is not possible. 

2. The infernece ofa S'e ~ avat type is described as the inferential knowledge ofthe 

cause based on effects perceived in the past (s'e~ d sydsti ti s'e ~ avat). Vacaspati 

Mishra in Sdmkhya Tattva Kaumudi P. 57, defines it as' S'i ~ yate Paris'i ~ yati 

iti s'e ~ a h Sa eva Visayatayd yasyastyanumdna Jananasya tat s'e~' avat for 

example, the inference of saltiness of the rest of the water of an ocean on the basis 

of tasting only a drop of it as salty. The testing salty of the drop is a past effect in the 

infeence of salty-ness of the rest of the water of the ocean. The effect, being past, is 

non-existent in case of present and cannot serve as reason (hetu) in the inference 

of the rest of the water the reason in the inference of which has yet to take place 

and, thus, in the absence of reason (hetu) there is no possibility of the inference of 

a sesavat type. 

3. In Siimiinyatodr s t a, the inference is acquired because of an indicatio 

(linga)apart from the cause and effect. For example, only based on perception of 

cluster ofblossoms on a tree in a particular space we infer the clustering ofblossoms 

in the trees related to different spaces. This type of inferring is not possible in cases 

of things related with past and future. Let us quote the lines of Vrtti 

" Tarotpattipok s etavat kathama'padamavastu nira tmakamad ':.r t a pratiniyata 

karal1as'ak!iparigrahamadhigantum s'akyate' . By the qualifier ' ad r s t d , 

Bhort rhari has refuted the knowledge inferred by PUrvavat and s'e ~ avat and 

by the qualifier 'pratiniyata, he has refuted the samdnyatod ':.r (a . In the theory 

of asatkd tva. the things in its past and future state are without a substratum 
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(apada) as it is non-existent (nirupakhya). 

CRITICISM OF INFERENCE IN THE LIGHT OF SATKARYAVADA 

After refuting inference in the theory of asatkd rya, Bhart r hari in his V,: tti has 

refuted inference as established by Satkii ryavddins who accept the non-manifested 

prior position of an effect because the effect, in this theory as he observes, is non

perceived (a d ~ : ~ a) . If an effect· is accepted as existent even if it is not produced 

or yet to be perceived, the effect unperceived is not capable of being a reason 

(hetu) in an inference and, thus, that non-manifested effect is non-existent for the 

purpose of inference. 

Overall, inference has its limitation. It is applicable to a limited sort ofobjects. There 

are objects beyond the reach ofinference, for example, the objects known by constant 

practice, the parental excellance and other su~er natural powers (VP 1/37-41). As 

we have seen earlier, Bhart r hari establishes that inference is erring not only in its 

field proper as prescribed to it by the logicians but is ineffective in the field beyond 

its scope also. Moreover, Bhart r hari accept it merely as a tool in the manifestation 

of the cause. He writes 'Long technical terms used in grammar depend on their 

form in conveying their meaning. In addition, inference manifests the presence of 

causal factors by proximity. VP. 2/367. 

The basic reasoning lying behind refutation of Tarka and Anumdna by him is that 

they are subjective and are dependent upon means by the defects of which the 

knowledge acquired by them is corrupted. The power that a substance is well known 

as possessing towards a particular activity is obstructed when it comes into association 

with another specific power. YP. 1/33. Not only that but they need a cognitive 

ground that is to be proved by them also and, thus, they cannot work independently 

of the knowledge revealed in the mind by language that serves as the cognitive 

ground of reasoning and inference as well. Considering the matter in view ofvrtti, 

we can easily say that svarthdmumiina is not different from implicationand 

pariirthiimumdna is the knowledge revealed by the sentence put in the form of 

subordinate clauses i.e. syllogistic form. In precise, Bhart r hari theorizes that even 

a conclusion inferred after great consideration by expert logicians is decided to be 

otherwise by other more qualified logician (VP. 1/34). 
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3. SCRIPTURE (AGAMA) 

Bhart r hari writes' if knowledge were reasoning (Svabhdvika Jniina) then 

scripture is of no use but if virtue is the cause of knowledge then the scripture 

(Veda) is the foundational. (VP. II j 34). I have taken the term Svabhavika Jiiana 

for reasoning a clarification for it will be given after few paragraphs. The scriptural 

truth is ofequal use to all humanity down to the Candalas in theirjudgements "this 

is virtue' and 'this is vice'. (VP. 1/40). 

We can say that Bhart r: hari has refuted inference (anumdna) and reasoning 

(tarka) in so far as they are accepted by the theorist as a means of knowledge 

independently of language and have accepted their importance as far as they are 

based on the scripture (Agama / Veda) . He criticises inferential reasoning in the 

following verse 'Like a blind man running along on an uneven path obtaining his 

knowledge of the path only from feeling from his hand, the knowledge of he who 

relies on inference will speedily fall. (VP. 1/42), and elucidates the importance of 

reasoning based on scripture. He who has the Vedic knowledge that shines like 

unbroken consciousness is not influenced by inferential arguments. VP. 1/41. Scripture 

is the established knowledge, the right conduct expresed by language (Vdkya) that 

infuses knowledge. Isolated from the language, knowledge ceases to be so (VP. 1/ 

123). Bhart r hari writes 'Right conduct is not established by reasoning disassociated 

from scripture. Even the knowledge which the sages posses has the scripture for its 

evidence/reference. (VP. 1/30) No one can refute by reasoning or by arguments of 

empirical obviousness those unbroken an traditional paths of right conduct. (VP. 1/ 

31). 

4. PRACTICE (ABHYASA) 

Bhart ': hari has mentioned it also as one among the sources of Knowledge. He has 

not given any detailed description of it but has tried to clarify it on the basis of an 

instance of the knowledge of value of diamond. He writes 'Such knowledge as 

discriminates between different diamonds, coins, etc., a knowledge that cannot be 

described to others-arises in those possess it, only from practice and not from 

inference (VP. 1/35). 
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5. SUPERNATURAL POWER ( AD ~ ~ r A ) 

He, at least, in one verse has mentioned it as a source ofknowledge. The supernatural 

power that demons, departed souls and ogres possess, which transcends the perceptual 

and inferential knowledge, are the result of their actions done in their previous births 

(VP. 1/36) 

6. PRATIBHA 

Pratibha is the flash of understanding. Bhart ': hari has admitted six kinds of such 

flashes. Ifwe mind those kinds, we can very easily find that it is direct perception 

and practice (abhydsa) and supernatural power, which are generally enumerted 

by the scholars of Bhart ': hari as separate sources of knowledge, are included 

among them. It is the basic source ofknowledge and scripture is not different from 

it becasue of the reason that scripture is direct knowledge revealed by language. 

Nothing is known if Pratibhii is not revealed and Spho t a reveals it. The Spho t a is 

a flash revealed by itselfwhen manifested by articulations. It reveals Pratibhd non

differently. The same flash from the point of view of expresser is Spho t a that 

reveals Pratibhd non-differently and it is Pratibhd from the view of meaning 

revealed non-differently and it is Pratibhii from the veiw ofmeaning revealed non

differntly by the Spho t a. Different sources of knowledge in different cases serve 

as the tool helping it's understanding through them. We know the Pratibhd as it is 

revealed or as it figures by Spho ~ a in the mind. Our knowledge is confined to and is 

based on those beings that are the Spho t a and Pratibhd . Pratibhd in itselfis known 

by implication as the ontic substratum of the object expressed by Spho ~ a in the 

mind. In- itself, it is a subject matter of sabdasadhana. 

The knowledge whose source is error and the knowledge, which is not about 

the empirical world, are beyond language. Language is the source of knowledge. 

(VP.2/297). As knowledge is revealed by and is infused by language (VP. 1.123), it 

is veridical knowledge. There is difference between veridical knowledge and valid 

knowledge. Veridical knowledge does not require any extraneous proves in order to 

be proved so; it is verity. This verity for the sake ofunderstanding through perception, 

reasoning, etc, is interpreted int ersm of validlin valid, truth/false etc. In a scheme of 
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demarcation interms of valid and invalid, proved and disproved knowledge on the 

basis of soruces of knowledge, proofs, evidences and justifications, the veridical 

cognition, revealed by language in the mind, serves as their cognitive base. If 

otherwise, in the absence of tht cognitive ground, that is verity, there will be no 

cause ofincentive, base and purpose ofproofs ofvalidity and invalidity. Other sources 

ofknowledge, isolated from them, cease to function even for validity or invalidity. 

Conclusively, all knowledge , for Bhart t: hari 's philosophy of epistemology, is 

knowledge infused by and revealed by language in the mind. Different sources of 

knowledge, popularly accepted by different theorists as independent means of 

knowledge, perform secondary only function useful for making the veridicalknowledge 

revealed by language in the mind, understantdable to those who can understand the 

verity through those means in terms of validity, invalidity, truth and falsity. The 

verity serves as the ground not only for the exercise of those means but also for 

deciding the case of affirming or denying the same base. If thsoe means affirm the 

same cogniton, it is accepted valid and ifotherwise, invalid. The validity or invalidity 

may be deviated from communication. Veridical cognition revealed by language in 

the mind is the knowledge on which not only communication is established eternally 

but which serves as the substratum ofthose activities also. In one line, his criticism 

ofreasoning ams to elucidate that the knowledge revealed directly by the language 

is veridical and as the language is eternal tradition ofknowledge (Agama) and it, by 

nature, infuses knowledge, the (Agama) and the grammar (the Veda & the Loka) 

are not only authority but also foundation in the matter of reasoning. Reasoning 

independently of language, is unfounded (s' u s kay . 
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THE RETURN OF COHERENCE 

N.G. KULKARNI 

"The truth is rarely pure and never simple" 

Algernon in "The importance of Being Ernest ". 

British Idealism having been cast into the outer darkness by Moore and 

Russell for more than half a century is showing some signs of life. It would be 

inaccurate to speak of its revival. But some elements in it are, once again, in the 

centre ofphilosophical discussion. The coherence theory oftruth and knowledge is 

undoubtedly the most important ofthem. The theory gives us the' form' or 'structure' 

ofthe prepositional systems we elaborate, as well as the world we hope to understand 

by means ofthem. The element, which gives the 'content' ofBritish Absolutism and 

justifies the application fo the term 'Idealism' to it, is not in favour at all. No eminent 

philosopher in the Anglo American world would accept, in the words of Bradley, 

that 'Nature is a system of sentient Experience 'some form scientific naturalism 

constitutes the orthodoxy, and coherence is called in to redress the errors and distortions 

ofearly analytical philosophy (atomism) and positivism and its immediate successors. 

Questions about truth and knowledge form questions about meaning, and so, semantic 

considerations come into play. There is a movement away from atomism and towards 

a holistic theory ofmeaning. The philosophical tradition starting with British empiricism 

and culminating in the early theories ofRussell and Wittgenstein is frowned upon. 

Coherence is made attractive by the difficulties of 'correspondence' which goes 

with empiricism and atomism, and the failure ofvarious forms offoundationalism

the search for some basic, selfjustified, propositions which validate or lead to other 

propositions accepted as part ofhuman knowledge. 

The return to coherence appeared, rather early, in the philosophy ofCarnap. 

He regarded 'Truth' as a syntactical predicate ofsystems, ofpropositions, to bring 
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in conformity to facts, as the criterion of truth would be to bring in comparison of 

sentences with a non - linguistic reality, which would be metaphysical. Later, when 

he was cured of his phobia lor semantics by Tarski, he admitted 'Truth' asa semantic 

predicate. But the choice of a system as true, from among the many alternative 

systems open to us, would be justified by pragmatic considerations. 'the ontological 

commitments of a system' would be guided by the convenience of the analyst 

concerned and not by metaphysical insights or speculations. Carnap never denied

what would never have been admitted by Bradley- that it is possible to construct 

systems ofpropositions internally consistent and equally comprehensive, but mutually 

inconsistent, this is indeed a major difficulty of the coherence theory, and we have to 

consider whether either the classical solution or the answers suggested by 

contemporary writers, particularly, Lehrer in his 'Theory of knowledge', arc 

acceptable. He, as also Bonjour and Rorty, seem to think that, once foundationalism 

is rejected, 'cohercntisni' -as they call it- is the only theory left in the field. All that 

remains is to work it out in detail and meet the standard objections. 

The criticism offoundationalism plays a major part in paving the way for coherence. 

It is not necessary to devote much space to this criticism, partly because it is 

acceptable by and large, and also because the ambiguities and defects in such criticism 

do not affect the exposition of coherence ill a new idiom. The difficulties of 

foundational ism present themselves under two heads:

(1)	 the candidates for the ro le ofbasic, sclf-j ustified, propositions and 

(2)	 the relation between basic and non-basic propositions. Philosophers now 

despair offinding propositions, which an: at once self, evident and descriptive 

of the world .. at LIn) rate, informative about it in any interesting way. 

Bradley seems (0 auuiu this indirectly \\ [len discussing the undesirability of 

mathcmaticat prOpllSllll1li,. Thcu cert.nnty, he tells us, is due to their 

.ibsiracincss: \\ r..it::: ,I inil i Sl'l i-cvr. Il'ilC\.' uiey loose in richness ofcontent. 

C; his i.. .: \\ C.'.! \t~] .~ion l)' ':,_ contemporary common place 

t. :ill d:: " j: "Ii J! ',', I,:,,, ,; , I>.: C \ .rc UlJ us.) ~'o, leaving aside metaphysics in 

tr . ~ .r r . l,~',,>:,: oi.Lcrvcs the modest task of organising 

,." ,.... .v .: I,;., 'l,;,l, \\\,r:\; ,krclilcoasicpropusitionswouldbe 

,'" .,.,; I,:: o- l il: [jar:, 1ml,', ,cUi propositions-w hich merely record 

,.1, ,II,); ,:, I ~A'llSL' C\!'l':l·.;llCC, It has been argued that we 
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can be mistaken even about these. But when objections are met and the 

method ofintroducing sense-datajustified and carried to its logical conclusion, 

we seem to be left with a contemporary state of the subject a statement 

about feeling' somehow' rather than about being aware of something (in 

the world). The arguments in this regard may not be conclusive, but they 

are certainly forceful, secondly even if we are alloyed a stock of suitable 

basic propositions, their relation to justified propositions present's difficulties. 

The task of translating physical object statements into logically equivalent 

sense datum statements and at a later stage, statements about scientific 

entities into statements about physical objects- has now been abandoned as 

hopeless. We shall have to have recourse to postulation and inference. This 

means controversy and, more importantly, the certainty ofour starting point 

is not transmitted to justified propositions. 

In view ofall this, fallible foundationalism may appear the more promising alternative. 

Here the strongest and the most plausible argument against granting a pre-eminent 

status to come commonsense propositions is that the sceptical argument questioning 

them is not selfcontradictory or based upon an objectionable shift in the meaning of 

key epistemic expressions like 'certain', justified', etc. however unassailable they 

seem, and however much they go unchallenged in every day life. This line of 

reflection is acceptable, but it is doubtful whether the consequences of its acceptance 

can be confined to fallible foundationalism. This briefexposition of the criticisms of 

foundationalism (and indirectly realism) serves a purpose, for, the most recent versions 

ofthe coherence theory are put forward because the alternatives to it are considered 

unsatisfactory. 'Coherentism', they weem to be saying, is our only hope. 

What are the standard objections to the coherence theory, in any any form? These 

are as follows:

(l)	 Most advocates of the theory mix up the question of the definition or analysis 

of the concept of truth with the question of a general criterion or test for 

accepting the truth ofany given proposition. Prof. Ookerjee has assured me 

that Bradley does not do so and Bradley has, indeed, declared more than 

once, that truth is agreement between our experience and reality; the more 

the former approached the latter, the more truth it will have. Never-the 

less it may be convenient to have the distinction more precise y stated. The 
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truth of a proposition cannot be defined in terms of its coherence can only 

be defined in terms of truth. In the minimum or weaker sense two 

propositions p and Q are coherent if they are compatible i.e. can be true 

together. In the stronger sense coherence is implication i.e. the truth of Pis 

incompatible with the falsity ofq. Ifthe implication is both ways then neither 

can be true without the other being true. Classical coherence theory would 

exhibit our know-ledge, ideally, as a system in which every proposition implies 

every other. In practice, there will be sub-systems within our over-all system 

which are just compatible, and between which there is very little active 

commerce. But the intellectual journey is a striving, with varying degrees of 

success, towards an all-inclusive, harmonious whole of experience. 

Secondly, even as a test of truth, coherence will be effective only if, at any 

given time there is one and only one system which is more comprehensive than any 

competitor. When determining the fate of any given proposition, P. we have to find 

out whether or not it coheres with the largest possible system ofconsistent propositions. 

Suppose there are two systems, and s2, both ofwhich are (i) internally consistent (ii) 

equally inclusive but more inclusive. than any alternative and finally (iii) equally 

incompatible. In such a situation, coherence will break down as a criterion of truth. 

Classical Advocates of the theory, like Bradley, insist that such a situation, if it 

arises, will be short-lived. Sooner or later, guided by the aspect ofcomprehensiveness, 

we shall find that one of our systems turns out to be more inclusive. We shall find 

that one of our systems turns out to be more inclusive. I am not sure this is always 

the case. Taken Euclidean geometry and the two alternatives to it -elliptical and 

hyperbolic - which result from modifications of the parallels postulate. The 

alternatives are consistent if the Euclidean system is, and all are complete deductive 

systems developed with equal formal rigour. Ifwe now ask-which ofthem is true of 

the actual world, i.e. whose postulates are satisfied by the structure of physical 

space? - The answer will be based on empirical considerations. The results ofcertain 

experiments - though not divorced from considerations ofcoherence- are ofdecisive 

importance. That they have gone in favour of elliptical geometry - as part of the 

general theory of relativity-is not so important for our purpose as the necessity of 

going beyond deductively closed systems to answer questions regarding the structure 

of the space-time world. 
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This consideration is reinforced by an argument intended to show that 

systematic coherence cannot be the sole test of truth. If a proposition, say P, be 

accepted on the ground that it coheres with say P, r etc. and these on the ground that 

they cohere with s, t, v etc. clearly there will be an infinite regress, or else we shall 

have to tum round and justify the later propositions in our sequence on the ground 

that they cohere with the earlier ones. In spite of the use of temporal language - and 

ofcourse there s temporal activity involved-the difficulty is purely logical. Both the 

regress and the circle can be easily avoided by breaking out of the confines of our 

prepositional systems and appealing to facts of experience, whether or not such a 

procedure leads to some form offoundationalism, it certainly leads to the abandonment 

of coherence as the sole criterion of a proposition or system ofpropositions. 

Lehrer, while admitting that the difficulty must be met if the project of 

constructing coherence theory is to be carried out, seems to treat it as the difficulty 

of completing the process of justification-apparently endless -in a finite period of 

time. He writes: 'not all completelyjustified beliefs need to be justified by appeal to 

evidence. Appealing to evidence. Appealing to evidence. Appealing to evidence is 

an activity or process that occurs over a time. Being completely justified in believing 

something is a state that exists at a time and need not result from the activity or 

process that occurs over a time. Being beautiful is a state that exists at a time and 

need not result from the activity or process of beautification". A little later, he adds 

'one may justify a beliefby appeal to evidence, but many beliefs are justified without 

such appeal just as one may beautify a nose by appeal to surgery but many noses 

are beautiful without such appeal'. (Theory of knowledge, P 86). The argument is 

so perplexing that I prefer to think that I have failed to understand it. To say that 'a 

beliefmay be completely justified for a person because ofsome relation ofthe belief 

to a system to which it belongs' is intelligible and acceptable, if it means that the 

system in question consists of the cognitive dispositions of the person which is not 

activated at the time that his belief that P is said to be justified. Ifit means that there 

is such a system present to the mind of the observer, 0, who pronounces on the 

cognitive claims of some other person S, then the contention is wide of the mark. If 

the claim that P by S, is justified thon it must be related to some system ofbeliefs of 

S himself. But even if the dormant beliefs of S are added to the justificatory 

background, the problem is not solved. Then the question is how they were justified 
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when they were not acquired nor is the difficulty removed if we all start ith a stock 

of innate, cognitive dispositions, for, then the problem would be whether and how 

these are justified. The argument would be even more wide of the mark if the 

system in question is a possible system ready to be conceived and made operational 

or being justified in accepting that P is not like enjoying good health on account of 

the normal functioning of my liver which h may go on even ifJ am not aware that I 

have liver. 

Lehrer discusses the above difficulty in the context of what he calls 

'explanatory' coherence. He refers to Karl Hempel's nomological-deductive model 

of explanation, where the proposition to be explained is deduced from certain 

observation statements ('boundary conditions') together with a statement of a 

relevant law. Our premises are both necessary and sufficient to ensure deduction. 

He rightly points out the notorious logical difficulty that almost any law can be used 

for the subsumption of the present case under it. But for our purpose the most 

serious difficulty that a proposition deduced according to Hempel's model may not 

be explained by such deduction. He gives an example, which is certainly odd; but 

the oddity can be removed only by making explanation relative to what he wants to 

know. Thus our attempt to analyse knowledge in terms of explanatory coherence 

runs into a circle. Jthink the circle is only verbal and harmless. But it is not necessary 

to enter into details. The most amazing thing is that the difficulties he set out to rebut 

have nothing to do with the explanatory or any other form of coherence. That 

coherence is not an effective test when nothing answers to the description, 'the 

largest possible system ofcoherent propositions', and that every member ofa system 

of consistent propositions cannot be Justified by appeal to systematic coherence

these difficulties arc left where they were before we set out on our intellectual 

journey. 

The point that the standard objections are not met by Lehrer, though he 

formulates them very clearly and fairly, cones out clearly when we consider the 

version of the coherence theory he considers satisfactory. He calls it undefeated 

personal justification, which is the same as completejustification. \\'e bcgin with the 

acceptance system ora person at a time i.e. the system ofali propositions accepted 

by a given person at a given time. Wc go through verific systems --.YS[ClllS to which 

a proposition under consideration is referred and in relation to which HIS justified or 
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validated. We finally arrive at an ultra system. The process is complex and so is the 

exposition (perhaps, it could have been simpler if some of the twelve definitions 

were telescoped into others and the relativising conditions were stated at the outset, 

so that each definition would have been easier on the eye and therefore on the 

mind). 

Informally this is the gist of the process. We start, as noted above, with the 

acceptance system ofa person which, at a given time, the inspiration that impels us 

in our search being the desire to accept truth and avoid error. We also reject or 

neutralize all competitors to the proposed statement. The resultant system is worthy 

of acceptance. Any new claim can be assessed by considering whether it or its 

negation coheres with our undefeated system (In eliminating-all false propositions 

and rejecting competitors, we have settled that certain propositions are false before 

we arrive at our ultra- system. But the apparent circle could only apparent) 

But how do we eliminate the logical possibility oftwo alternative ultra systems 

with one ofwith one ofwhich a given statement is coherent, and the negation ofthe 

statement with the other undefeated system? It would be difficult to work out in 

detail such a situation in the case ofsingular judgements ofperception. However, if 

the proposal being considered is a scientific hypothesis indirectly verified by 

experiment and which further is a member ofa complex system ofpropositions, the 

dilemma, can be very real. Lehrer says surprisingly little to show that coherence, as 

undefeated justification, can overcome the standard objections. Two other difficulties 

that go with those we can easily preserve coherence by limiting our system. Secondly, 

we can suitably enlarge our system by offering new interpretations and 

reinterpretations system by offering new interpretations and reinterpretations and 

also by pleading illusion and hallucination in the case of troublesome perceptions. 

Bradley dismisses the first by saying that consistency without comprehensiveness is 

unstable and not worth having. He is right. 

Ofcourse, but, theoretically, we cannot lay down a limit beyond which such a 

procedure of immunising ourselves against error is irrational. The two difficulties 

are connected. The first, unless it is just closing of eyes to 'inconvenient facts', 

leads to the second and finally results in the elaboration of an alternative system. 

Both concern the point at which our systems impinge on experience and this interface 

is of the greatest importance to a coherence theory. 
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Ordinarily we would say that we ascertain certain facts by experience and 

tailor our system to provide for their truth. A rigorous coherence theory cannot 

allow any thing other than coherence as a criterion of acceptance. Lehrer writhes (I 

bid pp 143-45)' In fact we may easily supply an argument that on form of the 

isolation objection can succeed against our theory .... To be personally justified all 

competitors in the justification game consists, apparently, in asserting firmly that the 

claimant is not isolated fro:n the external world and that there is the appropriate 

truth connection between internal coherence and external reality. This is illustrated 

by number of brief, endearing conversations on pp 143-45. Apparently the sceptic 

wins if the last objection is not one is cut offfrom the external world, our coherence 

theory yields the appropriate world. Lehrer writes: personal justification ofwhat we 

accept from perception, memory and introspection results from our accepting that 

these sources are trust worthy, and personal justification is transformed into undefeated 

justification and knowledge, when we are correct in accepting that these sources 

are trustworthy. The transformation argument meets the objection appealing to 

sources ofknowledge in the same way that it meets the isolation objection. Coherence 

transforms sources of information into sources ofknowledge (Ibid 146) .. 

It is easy to see how some form of foundationalisn would overcome the 

difficulty by appealing to certain selfjustified or basic propositions as the basis ofthe 

our system. But how is Lehrer's vindication of the coherence theory different from 

fallible foundationalis that starts with corrigible, basic, propositions, which provide us 

with a reasonably firm basis? 

His position is that the most obvious judgements of perception may be 

sceptically challenged without self-contradiction, and that their truth is based upon 

the reliability ofour sources of information and our competence to make appropriate 

discriminations. 1have no quarrel with this view. But two things may be noted. First, 

this type of acceptance of observer's competence and reliability of sources of 

information is not to adduce further propositions, which cohere with the proposition 

in correct. And .r the correspondence theory is correct in defining truth of a 

proposition, then what we are asserting is that there is the existence of a certain 

state of affairs in the world of which our coherent experiences are an indication. 
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Secondly, unless the evience we have compels assent to the proposition being put 

forward, sceptical doubt cannot be ruled out ofcourt here any more than in the case 

offallible foundationalism. 

The point of contact between experience and the world is so important that 

Bonjourprovides for it by imposing an observation requirement and ruling that various 

beliefs that arise spontaneously in relation to stimuli are reliable and likely to be true. 

(The structure ofEmpirical Knowledge, 

141 to 46). This represents a concession to correspondence and abandonment of 

radical coherence. Lehrer rightly 'objects that accounts for its justification. Lehrer 

rightly objects that it is not the spontaneity of a belief but its content that accounts 

for its justification. We may note that the same is true ifwe 'naturalize epistemology' 

(Quine's phrase) and lay down further requirements; for instance that our belief 

response must be reliable and caused in a regular casual way (Armstrong). It is 

easy to construct counterexamples, but the most important objection; from the point 

our response in fact fulfils these or any other requirements. We must know that 

these requirements are met if our belief response is to constitute knowledge. So we 

have to appeal to knowledge of other propositions to justify our present claim to 

knowledge. Prof. S.K. Mookerjee and many other philosophers would admit the 

need to go beyond a system of beliefs. But when we appeal to facts of experience, 

so he would maintain, we still employ coherence and accept the statement that 

brings about the maximum coherence among our perceptual experiences. But here, 

I think, there is a shift in meaning from' consistency among propositions' there is a 

shift in meaning from' consistency among propositions' to 'conformity to facts of 

experience'. When we judge that the fingerprints on the murder-weapon are those 

of the accused, this will enter into the system ofstatements whose central proposition 

is the hypothesis that a committed the murder. Similarly, eye- witness accounts that 

A was present at a certain place on a certain occasion, reports of ballistae experts, 

particulars entered in a sales register etc. all enter into the prosecution story. But the 

experiences of the various persons concemed do not. Much less do the experiences 

and activities involved in establishing the competence and reliability of a witness. 

These are tangential to our story. and not part of it like evidential statements. These 

later, when based on sense perception, affirm the existence of certain states of 

affairs in the world. It is these cognitive claims that are elements on our system. In 
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the simplest cases we seem to 'read off' facts in the world. Appeal to corroborative 

experiences, intrasubjective as well as inter-subjective, is implicit in the acceptance. 

But even when explicitly brought into the picture, they are not part of what we 

assert. 

This way of looking at the epistemic situation is based on a certain picture of 

the world, and on drawing, in a certain way, the categorical contours of physical 

objects, which are, overwhelmingly, the occupants of this world. We may modify 

this picture in various ways or challenge it altogether, but common sense and make 

coherence the sole criterion ofknowledge, we shall have to maintain that we cannot 

and need not go beyond our prepositional system. If we achieve the maximum 

possible coherence in our systems, it will approximate nearest to the world. Though 

coherence is the only way to achieve understanding of the world, the kind of 

approximation and the degree of it that we have attained, cannot be directly verified. 

The comparison of our system with facts totally independent of experience is 

impossible. Prof. Mookerjee is a blue-blooded Tory in philosophy. An intelligent and 

evolving Bradleyan, he holds with him that applying coherence thoroughly. With a 

toe- hold in experience that reveals the broadest features of the world, we can 

construct a system that captures the general structure of reality. 

Contemporary advocates ofcoherence, needless to say, have no such ambition 

and on sympathy for system building. Their desire is to delineate the contours of 

scientific discourse and trace significant movements within it. This can be done for 

any philosophically interesting area of language, like talk about like minds, their 

activities, their relation (s) to the physical world etc. The key to a proper understanding 

of meaning, truth and knowledge is 'holism' and the term occurs frequently in the 

discussions of the above themes. Quine struck the keynote when he wrote in his 

now famous 'Two Dogmas of Empiricism', 'our statements stand the trial of 

experience, not singly but as a body. The entire fabric ofknowledge which is a man

made body propositions has to be adjusted to boundary conditions of experience'. 

We have a great deal of latitude in making these adjustments. Like Carnap, he 

would make the choice between alternative systems incompatible equals-pragmatic 

or even aesthetic in a broad sense. In him Empiricism firmly controls relativism. But 

in some who followed, relativism overwhelms empiricism as when Goodman writes: 
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" all we can learn about the world is contained in right versions of it; and 

while the underlying world, bereft of these need not be denied to those who love it, 

it is perhaps, on the whole, a world well-lost (Ways of world making' - P. 17) This 

view - described, by Goodman as 'Radical relativism.... eventuating in irrealism', 

Is motivated by aversion to realism with its represent atomism and talk of 

objective, independentlyexisting reality. This apparently indefensibleform of irrealism 

need not be considered in the context of coherentism because it is not a logical 

consequence of it. But the desire to all cognition, our descriptions with a reality 

independent ofall cognition, our cognitions with a reality independent ofall cognition, 

our descriptions with facts neutral between them and therefore apparently not 

conceived or described in noe way rather than another, is central to coherentism or 

holism. 

Rorty, for example, repudiates all such talk. But he accepts objectivity if it 

means inter-subjectivity. I fact, the latter is to be substituted for the former. Rorty 

thinks that people like Sealer who talk of accurate representationof (mind) independent 

. reality confuse two senses of words like 'reality' 'facts' etc., the philosophical and 

the no philosophical. In the Latter sense 'to aska witness if she has accurately 

represented a situation is to ask about her truthfulness and carefulness. When we 

say that a good historians accurately represent what they find in archives, we mean 

they look hard for relevant documents, do not discard the documents tending to 

discredit (their) thesis, do not misleadingly quote passages out of context, tell the 

same story among themselves as they tell us and so on... (m is not to assume any 

thing about the events. or about the truth conditions of statements concerning such 

events, or about any other philosophical topic (Truth and Progress, P.73. Emphasis 

added). The concluding sentence is particularly surprising because it is apparently a 

return to the harsh and literal application ofthe verification principle where as Rorty 

characterises positivism in its heyday to have been as intolerant and fanatical as any 

intellectual movement. 

Hostility to independent facts has now assumed a strange from. By the time 

we have finished with representation's, we have arrayed at the rejection of 

independent facts where 'facts' are understood in a sense that is ordinary, natural 
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and taken for granted in all our discourses. Rorty correctly summarizes the 

qualifications of a good historian; but, still speaking non-philosophically, the 

qualifications are relevant because the person possessing them seeks to discover 

historical facts, as far as that is humanly possible. Surely all history is not concerned 

with archival material, even if our historian is, and takes herself to be concemed 

exclusively with documents. At some stage or other, there must be historians who 

soil their hands with excavations write down what they have witnessed, apply various, 

recognised procedures to determine the date of artefacts, etc. They are creating 

primary sources ofhistoriography. Moreover, we can raise the question whether our 

historian is as impeccable as she claims to be. Perhaps, having become a social 

activist she is tampering with her material? Idealism is, sometimes, powerful motive 

for falsification. Whether or not she is doing so is settled, not by what she says about 

herself, nor by what others say about her but by finding out, as well as can be, what 

she has been doing. All this is elementary and may not logically imply any philosophical 

theory-either realistic representationism or pragmatic relavivism-but it does imply 

that there are belief-independent facts which we can ascertain by agreed procedures. 

That the facts to be discovered are predominantly or even wholly linguistic does not 

make any difference to their independence. The process of ascertaining facts will 

involve the use of language and the conceptual scheme embedded in it. But the 

outcome ofour procedure oil is divisively influenced by the non-linguistic component. 

Fact and belief, language and reality, scheme and content are inseparable but 

distinguishable. 

It is not enough to tag on to asystem of my choice, 'scientists of my culture 

circle accept it. It is vital to find out whether this is really so. Similarly, that there are 

alternative world- versions and that some ofthem conflict and that some thinkers, to 

whom I am sympathetic accept one of them-all these have be discovered. 

Even if we supplement verbal behaviour with non-verbal patterns ofbehaviour, 

as Rorty tends to do, we have to find out whether they did occur, or are occurring, or 

will occur. Nor is it very paradoxical to imagine that there are facts, which nobody 

can now ascertain. Our ideal historian, for example, may have found some secret 

papers and made momentous discoveries, but perished in a fire with all her papers. 

No body con now find out what they were. Rorty says that 'to retain the holism of 
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idealists while junking there metaphysics, all that is necessary is to renounce the 

ambition of transcendence. But some degree of transcendence is built into our very 

conceptions of truth and knowledge, as in the above example. If coherentism is 

unable to accommodate it, it cannot claim to have disposed of ancient perplexities. 

To shock the intellectual bourgeois is a pleasant occupation, and may be profitable 

even to the shocker if he realises fully the implications ofwhat he is saying. 

This article is a slightly revised version of a paper presented in April 2000, at a seminar in honour of 

Prof. S.K.Mookerjce, on his completing 75 years. The felicitation was organised by the Department of 

philosophy, Bombay University, and the Bombay Philosophical Society 
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~9[<{ I ()1QJ~<lI01~~'5!~ "flxff.t<flN~Pl~~~ rn C<fl<1-~W, "1<1, ~"! 

<Il~t®1~~~ ~ ~f<1<rn, c<r~ '51\\b\S3~lI\bM<t> <11 ~~ 

~'5!~~ ~"'83f.l ~ <!ffi ~~ f.r I ~C~~~ ~~tb~<1J<l1Vf ~ O!~~<lf11 

~~~ ~Qi(JI~(<1~ '5!(~m<><Il 

~'(3~ 

~I W~~~'if\5g:~-rn~:~,8", 

~ I ,",r)'if'ill,lPtJ C'l/fO?[g'- 'Ot<l1 ~'f;~, ([0 

~ I ~~ (}lI1<f(~~ ~)-~~L£I<l, ~D&~ >'f~~, <flWt<fl1~I, 

~"''\lr, ~-~'" 

8 I ~..p~ ~ DWT& ~-m~<1tbl{1'~ ~ >'f\~~, ~~, ~ 9f~ 

><fl® ~,~ ~~~~ i5f('i@9\%1, ~8 ?8r'if-n, ~-~ 

([ I	 C'-:J':JJ-<.!j<f-~-9ffit~g fiji~ ~I!?, ~~1~~ ~<f,'J 'f'!g 

~I- "!l~-~ >'f~~~, ~ ~- ~ 9fl;f3f.T<j' ><fl®~, ~~ 

~~i5f('i@~, ~8 9@'if-n, ~-'\ 

~ I ~g N~/;Y'i,f"l <.!j~7r \(C'-:Jlbjg ~ ItJfC#iNfij ~ iYC:!/i5J ~\iMffW(~~ ~/ 8 / ~~) 

~0,-"!ll:l<llbl~1~ ~ >'f\~~, ~ ~, - ~ 9f~ ><fl®~, ~-~ 

Jjj"!Ji.'l~ ~, i5f('i@~, ~8 9@'if-n, ~-lr 

'\ I	 C'f~75'~\~~\"~~~1Jf9f9ffiJgI-m~~ 

<rrrog ~ $ItJJlfii<1~ ..}j~1-"!l<1<llblllll!5~>'f\~~, ~~" - ~ 9fl;f3f.T<j' "!TW 
'1'~, ~- ~~~ \5Ii~?f1\?t, ~8 ?8r'if-n, ~-~lr 

lr I	 1!Jtb.>\!,rllf1PiSr.q~ <.!j<f-~ CTf?(if0Rr.'8' ~ !!fI"lJ'rl/iE«ff1!?, I-- "!l~<11bl<[1'~~",~g, 

);<{,<1' ":of.:R" -~ 9f~ xrr®~, ~_~~~ '5!1'i@~, ~8 ?0'if-n, 

9f0T-~ 
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:;, I	 ~e Ffg f{}'J~~ ~~1Ji5g I ~~-e<l1~ ~ l!J<tfWf 'l Of9Rr. I.,., ~~}Ifitwf@;e 

~e~~/-"I1<11151<f1~~J1~~~,~ 'f"f-q, - ~ 9f~ • ~, 

\5fl'iR1"~, ~8 ~'ifOl1, ~8~ I 

)0 I ~@frT.-~~, ~"$IT ~ 9f'<fif, <!if~ I )~, ~-)~~ 

)) I ~f&Yfli7~'8fl<r "lffI!16d'/'fI~7<t1<:" <Plc"'l~~e, <tf'~ ~\!)Jlfii'j~<t!Ci5 ~f&m"iJ1Cwrf& ~1

t:<li1I~J'jI~,(i:)~1 

)~I ~~~<:..'-~,~,),) 

)~ I 'l!J</i fit<rd!t cWii ~:tI!!N1C<t<p<pfC<fl7 ~A;"7'llf1Yc\!) I~~~, ~/) / ~ 

) 8 I 'i5~'<!fWNJfiif&mifPi'9fil1r::5 </i~e XJ[f&-~ ~:~, 817' 

)(i: I ~ 'l ~e ~ 1J(i;61!1\!)g1'-~ ~:~, 817' 

)~ I ~~ <ffCC7J «jM7R>~>tJ ~ "'iRf~9f?ffi;g, >#R1'I1WYC<tI9f5m~<:" 

9f1q«j"lI"'f"tffi1Wl<:.. t'~. ~ ~:~, 817' 

)'1 I 'ro1~@ij"l"7'f~9fr:i1J: ~e~ll61f'I/JI~ r-~. ~/)/)~ 

) 17' I	 '<rN7'8'C~~W7tV!'i' I, -~. ~ / ~/ (i::;' 

):;, I	 ~'5f9fIfJliS(~"Il"lfe 0>tJl'iwfilc~~JC0' I-15M ~:~. (i:17' 

~o I ~ C<P{ <lJ<t0J.fIC"l'1. iJIf'j<t&.0 ~~e '1J~ '1!'jpJi6)g ~ ~-o-<Wrrfii ~ 

<l]<1t@Jll"lPlf?! 9f?f~e ~e ~~-~-~~, 

~~~, 17', "l(flIQ:1I~il ~. WtC1<fiI~l '1000017', ~-17' 
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~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~l:frn~ l5IiK~Wj'~ ~ ~I 

~<Wr (Psychologism) ~~~~~~m~~<ff ~ 9l<ficC11b'il 

~'l<e,~I~~c<PFT~'89Q1"-~~~~~~~~~CDm 

~ P.'I~'8 "l"'!'<l~<1W1'5l '@?f<;l <n:~ I5IlcGi!b"ll 9lRlGiN\:l ~ ;n I ~ 1%. 0mrn ~ 

~ '@?f<;l c<PFT ~<ff-<Wf 'l~~ ~ orofo'f 9f<l1CGiID<11 <f.@ ~ c<r ~'if 

~ orom 151 I(p'lfb"l I G'/f$r<t>JWI ~"IC~PiJ7.~ c~ ~Q' ~ I (~) ~ ~~~~ 

~<.trm~<r.I :il"ri2«?<:l!m'!'1 ~C~ CC"MI ~~~ffi 9fM~1J['8m~ 

~~~I 

~~~~~~~~~<lJI~~:il"l'<il'<?<:l~~~ 

~~I~~:~~~~~fo'f~C'j411iij<Jl~~~-c<J1"1JI~ 

'811~~9Q1"-~~~~~CC1~fa1~lofi'i<.1I~~~C"1~~C'!'1~~

;n-~ 'ijC<1~~01'5l ~~~ ~ \'51'i1"IT ~ I ~~ ~~fu ~ ~nm~ 

~~~9f<lf~~~~~~~~f.rI~:~~~c<J~~9fC<f?r~fa1 

f.rnr ~9l~~ \'51~!~~ f<Wpr <MlT ~ c<J ~-~ ~~ 

~~~~fo'f~S1"l'<il'G<:l!m<.1~~~<r\~~c£1fu~"<.1"?f<f!CGilb"1r 

~~aR'if"<.1">jS1IC0116"l1<.1~ ~~~"lil'<il\<I"'1W1<.1 ~<!~P:PC~ 1<lJI~ 

~~~~~~ ~~ ~Wr<t' A<ro"l'f~ ~ ~~~~~ f.Rn?1t'f~ 

1J['8m c<fC'5 "'!i@! 

~~~~~~~'8~~~~~ 

~ ~C~<:fifG<.1 ~~~ 15J1<11'f'8 ~ I ~<.1' <1'\:r.'T c:<Pl<:l \5~~~ ~~ \5l~~~ 

~lffi'IiC<Jl J=F'1.<f ~ r;rn I~~ ~t1~ c<J W0>tfiP rmm <.!j.mt~~ ~~ 9fC<f?r 
"<.1"6<j1~fa1~ ~-'f"R \5QJ1 ~~Pi\:lC\W1 (Phenomenology) ~~ ~~1<f~ 

~ ~1~~~l>j\:lW<.1'@<e,~~~~"l"l'<il'<?"'ilq'8 \51<.1~~ ?f<f!CCilb"l( 

~ I 1~<JlfG A<ro ~~ '@~9j.{ ~ ~~ \'51-~~ ;n I ~~l:frn'®'i' ~~ 

~9f:j" <f.@ ~ <J51<.1"'il<.1 C~ ~ ~<:fi 9fQl ~fa1~: <.<.External influences are without 

significance ... Really my courses marked out by Philosophie der Arithmetik 

and I could do nothing other than to proceed further". ('J \5I1<r'@ "1"l'<il'G1101<.1 ffi"l 
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C~'8m ~ <m:~ ~ 9\41ta'ilb"1t ~I?)~ ~ c<T ~QJ' ~ ~ \5f CI5t5f 

~~ <mT<r~ ~ e-rN m~~ ~ c<T ~~~ I?)~, Ifl~~ 

~~ ~ WOffiT f<$~C"1~ "R:~ I5BI ~-~ "R:~ 9\Rl<l\i3'c"'lQ ~~ I ~, Ifl ~ 

~~~~"R:~ c<T ~ '<TdJ \5f-~ ~ '1"1'<iJ'<j<l-lt'lQ m-.:r ~~ 

f.@r;o~ I 

~, Ifl~ Wrn Ifl~ ~ c<T "1"l'<iJ'W110'R'f 9f<$ ~'f"f.f-~ ~1?)~'11 

1fl~~~Ifl~~~9\41ta'ilb"lBl~"?m~I~~~~~~~ 

~ ~~ '5\lta'ilc~ I ~'5\ltaojtl)<'IlfG~ 9f® \5l~(."'f ~'i1 ~~: 2j~ \5l~(."'f "1<'1'<iJ~<lfl'f ~ 

~ c:<lWm Ifl~~ m ~ '1<'1'<iJ'<l<ltt'lQ Jf"l~ ~ \5@ '5\1ta'ilb"1t ~ I ~ \5l~(."'f~ 

'1"l'<iJ'<j<lI'l ~ ~ c<T~ ~~~9\<1 ~ \5@ OOCf ~ ~ib1~ \5l~(."'f I Ifl~~ ~Q{ 

\5l~(."'f Ifl~ ~\!)C<$'Q <r~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~, "1<'1'<iJ'<l<ll'l-~~~ 2jl::>l>\\!)t'<l~ 

~~9ffu ~ '8 ~~~ c~~ Ql ~~ ~'i1~~ 

~9\1(j3~ \5l~(."'f I 

<£I~. 

"l'i'<iJ'G<lI'l ~~ e31<'1\!)1f\G<1s \5l<l~"'1C~ [<TI~npr'l'Pfl@ <rf'&M'83I<'1>\?Pr1<1-@rn ~~ R:>M~fiI 

~"1'i'<iJCiG'5l"R:~ '5l'iJlSlt<l~, ~~ ~ ~'8 ~-~"R:~ ~~ ~ 

'8 <jf&Me31"'1>\?P.rt<1~ Me3lt<'l~~ 2f'..5m '8 H~"1~f\b~m <rrt~ I<fO'fI~, <[l\8>Me3I"l <rf 

~ 9fRf~ ~~, ~,~2j~f\b ~ "1"1'<iJ'<l<lM <rrt~ ~~ 9f1@ I 

'5«f m c<T ~ "l<'l'<iJ~<lI"lC~ ~Cf~ \5f :z'c1lJ0''t<1iS'ltH~ "l<'l'<iJ'<l<lI'l1 Ifl~ ~ "1"l'<iJ'<lI<lt"l 

~~'i5"~<jf&M'83IC<'I~~2RJTI!'8H~"1~f\b~m~~~~~ 

~'8~-~"R:~1 

~-~ '1<'1'<iJ'<l<llti1 ~C~ Ca'1<11 ~ rmrf?f ~~~ 

~ 2f'..5m '8 H~'1~f0l?)m-~~~ ~'iJOj~IC<1 ~~~ I ~~~~ 

~~ \5~ ~-~ ~9BT ~ <fl@ ">\~~, Ifl~, ~ 2j~f\b ~~ '<TdJ Ifl~~ 

1fl~~~"1l::>tt<r~~~~~'i5"~~-~~9BT~<fl@M~'6t~C<1~"fI~ 

~m-~~~ 11fl~~~~~~~~~\5@">\~'831~C<1~ 

"R:~~ ~ I ~~~~~~Ifll?)~ ~ corn \5@~'m"R:~~~ 

Iflv:rn~ I Ifl~ \5lQ{\5WfJ Ifl~ om c<T m IflQi9f ~~~ '5l<j:->'1~I"'1t~ ">\~1$ moo ~~ 

~ ~~ I '5«f ~~ ~m~-m<rCf c<T Ifl~ '5l1<lRJ~ ><f\5 Ql mrn 
~~ ">\~xrn ~;n I 

~, m "1<'1'<iJ'G<lI"lt~ <jf&M'83lt<'l~~~~Ifl~~ Ifl~~ <jf&M'83lt"1'5l 

~ '8 H~"1~f0l?)m~~~ ~ ~~ I ~ "l<'l'<iJ'G<lIO'!'5l Jf"l~ 

~~~~~~~~g1~'m: 
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~. <rfu' ~ C1Pj(f ~~~To'l <l'@ I/!."fo'\ '¥f\5~ $l1"f, \5[<f<:!'Rf"f <n ~fo'Pl~~ I 

<!O'It~, ~"3~~~~,~ 1(3 ~-~ J'fiN ~ I~ ~<l'm 

~ C<r ~"II~~ ~~~~~~ "K<1J, ~<r~ ~ \5l1:>j~tol 

~ ~tOi<t~COi~ ~~~ \5l1:>j~t<11 

.(. ~Oi~~<tlqj'$ll ~~ ~MealC<1~ ~ G~ f.'r.:I-! ~m ~-"l'T-~9f'll> I5t<rt 

'5l~ I'5I1fir nt '1l <l'@ ~ '5l<r<:!'Rf'i ~ 9f1fu '11 I'5ffi1" C<r ~'l~~ '5l<r<:!'Rf'ifij ~ 

CJ'I ~~ "l'T-f.tlC9f'll> ~ ~! 

~Mlm ~~ W'& MealC<1'$l GQ[ffiq(\5 'OWf"( ~~ "fR<l-"l'T ~\;f~ 

C<tMI i3fC~ ~ <l'@I ~~"l'T I!l~~~~ ~fi&f.ii\M1U'l~ ~~~ 

~'i <l'@I ~1~=:;j<m9f, ~ 9f?F9B[ mm~~ \5JI-[m ~~Jf\5J <ID'I ~~ I~~~ 

\5l"'l'?iFU~I'$l ~ '5l-00<f ~ @~~ I '5lr-ITr.;"1 fD'~{) c:mm f~~J"J"ilG>i!Z 1f&f.iiealC"'I'!l 

~~ ~ 1(3 H~~O"ftG ~~-.rr.;r:j <n'(l!'1 ';IZ7.• i~ @98T H~~"fWl- .~~ "l0i~~<t10'!'$l 

'T'0<tJ I 

~ ~ ~ ~'5l9@l9j~ T<i01C"Ef:OJ ~,.:;;r;~I"T 1(3 F-j<!\S3j[':;~ ~~

m~"3~':5liC"1 C~~<l'@ C'TIJ Ii3T~T.7j ...Cr ,[f1 @ ·' 11 ~ir.<; <Jf~~iT~ fsf'S~T\5 9ft@? ~ 

"l"l~\!,}<tl~l?ll~ <!fir1(3 ~~ ';If&T<12>31U'I1 i·l~i:Ol (...·rr."l15iF! GQj\f?f ~~ f~"3fo'! ~ 

~~'5li~<rm~ ~ <l'@'11 Ii~Ff"3f"l <ft~'11~"~ ~fq ~<flP'! <l'@, ~ i3lm 

~~~ ~!« \5ffi:'if C~ <r@ C'TIl rn i 

~~"l"'l~'{}<tIQ'l?l ~ l<ri':WT'j '1>ir.;;.; ~:il101-~-m 'l<r ~!«. "l"l~\!,}<tl'll(3 

~ \5IT:'<J ~0i~'{,1<t1'l ~~"K<fJ 9fl~ ~'" I l ~I 'l<r01"'1''r~'r'<l"11'f~~~~"'I-~ 

:iI"'I~lfu<t<il \5l'Pl~lOi~ \5l'i"'l~IC<1?l~ ,~ 9f<fT~ "1;51 .~ ~,~~ 

~'i ~ ~-~ ~'i ~~ f<j;~ "TIT I 1!l~<P"! ~ ~0i~'{}"1~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ M<f-<r1~~ <m~ I ~ f1<r?!'i ~ '5l1"r~ ~ \5lf\;ea~l~ ~ ~ 

~l:f%~ 1!l~Q! ~ 9f1'CSf '1l-~ f<1<ro ~~ ~ ~ 1(3 '5l-~ ~ 9f1'CSf '1l1 ~~ 

~ \5lf\bi93~1 C~~ R~..,g<t>?lC~ "lil:fJDT ~~ 'ifr,¥~ c<l1.fU 9f?F9B[ ~~ 'A' I!l(f~ 

'-A' ~~Q! ~.~ 9fl@ '1l1 \5l"'lJmw, Iff"'! \5IT:!<[ -.r~~'l~~ ~<!'~ 

~'i~ ~~~ ~~ '11, ~ ~~ f<ru!l<I'i ~fu<tiW-'111(3 ~ 9fl@ I~ 

~'i~ '<n ~m ~ i3'@ <lJMJ1 ~<p <,I '~l;q f~'i ~ 'l'&<r "TIT t 

~<Wf~ ~~<£1#!~<p-<S.1~~9j<fjc"'!ID-'II~~ 1!l'l1r~ 

~ C<r ~ I!l~ ~ ~0i~~110'!?l 'l"!$'I" ~ i \5I1?1TG fumT ~~~ 9fl@ ~ 

~ <t>~ ~ ~ 1(3 H~~O"ft~"3~~ 'l49 "!"'I®fu~'i~ I m ~~ ~ 

\5l1>1~f.i ~ C<t11Ir <rrn C<r ~ 'l~~, ~<f'~ 2f~f-t ,:l'~nJ"3f~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ 

C~"101 \5~ m~'i ~ I ~ <rm\5 9flf~ ~G1H~W.·) 'a theory of presentation' @~ 
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~ I ~1~'Ji/Q19f ~ 9flfif '9flD' ~~~ 11l~~~~ ~ ~ frI, ~~ 

'~~~et$~~~~~~~'t<rsm~~1 

111 ~ ~ 't'I1l~ ~~ ~ m 11l~ ~ ~ ~"1~~<1W1'!l ~~ 

~ I m~<1'C'!l~ 11l~ 'J1I~C<1'laotMJf01~~ I1lM~'Gt~~~~ 

~ 9flfif I ~ Ci51TRf ~~~ ~ 11l~ ~ ~~!I1t ~Flelt(jBl i\bN3~~'!l 

~~~"I~(.VJ'!l~~I~~~m~~~~~Wroc~ 

~?~~~~~~~<rsm~I1l~I~~~~~!I1t<1'f~ 

~ ~Wr ( c<roWr ~ ~~J'l1'11101C<1 ~ ~ on \5{Q(D ~Wr ~ l6lN,el~1 ~!I1t 

<1J<1~t'!l'!l ~~'t~<irn)~~m~~~~ 1~11l~16l11O<l1~<1' 

(intuitive) 11l~~ ~N>C<1I1"1:i[ii\<1' (representative) -~~~~~~ 9fl~~ I (0) 

16l'i1O<l1~<1'~ Wro ~~~ I ~~ ~N5C<lI1"1 ~ ~ \5{~ C<1'R ~ 

~~ 9fc~I'l1''811A ~~ 1111 ~ 11l~ Wro ~~ I6l"lJFl<lBl <iT ~ ~;rn, ~ 

f.W(xr~1 

~ 
~~~9fM~r<llltii\~"I~~IO'f'!l~C'<t"C<1'~~~I1l~I1l~~~ 

~~~$IJ1'b(.VJ'!l~~I~I1l~m't-9f<f~~~'tI1l~:m 

~ ~~~~ ~r;r§?IRf~(':J~~':J)-Ill ~"I~Wt~ ~~~ 19f~<l~<lIttaot 

'(iG"IliOQ"~ ~ 9f41caotlb"ll'!l ~ CYt"Rf ~~ ml wt'if ~ ~"I~~<llm ~~~'!l~ 

J1~1Caottb"ll ~ I 11l~ \5{~ ~fibRr{lI{l m 'Ji/f'81Fl<1''8IC<1~ ~ 9fl"'I' I ~~ ~g 

~~~ c<T aFr"Rf16li\b~\!)~~ I ~~~16l<l~C01'!l~ mrPit ~'"'II 

~, I1lWlur C<1'R ~~ c<T m ~ 9f<ftuT ~"I~~<1II1C<1' ~Flel1C"I~ ~ 

~~ (Nf frI. 11l~~ "If@r<pJI"I ~Z'bPfJz~-I1l~ ~~ ~ (<iT 'C~~ f91'€~~' 

ifIOl'~) ~"I~<1II1C<1'~c(~ ~ IM ~~01~~<l111~ c<T ~~, 

~ wt"Rf ~~ \S. ~.~~ Ci51TRf ~~ ~<1'llf&C<Jll: 11l~ ~fl1.c( 

00 ~~<rsm~~ lI!11tQ(J ~ ~ ~I ~ Fl<l~t~ ~ ~~. 

C'lPICaot>tiSCG1~ ~ ':J~~':J-':J~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 11l~ ~~ <iT 

~ ~t"lPt<1'\!)t~ 9fffi<l<ic"'l~ ~~ ~ I ~~, ':J~~8~~'J1~C<lllaot~J1iij~ 

~ l1lf¢lc~'GI~~ ~~~~"1"&~<l11f ~f(;{~ ~! 11l~ C~ WltG11:iSiij 

~~c<Twt"Rf:>j~ICG1lb"lI'!l~':J~~8-~~~~~~~~~I(') 

16l~~~~.P!. ~~~~f(;{~<Yt'iBPIt'f~ ~11l1<l1~ij;It~~ 

<lIQ!t ~ I (Ol) 

~ >tl'\£l~<l' ~~~lllJ ~~~ wt'iBl ~11l~ '1irQ/'t<t>"~~~~I 

~~~~-Q\t<l't~~'€~(<iTI1l~\5{~~)~~ 
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~, <J@ ~ l£l~ ~ ~ 8l ~ ~<ffiTffi~ 9jRl'q~Ci1~ JIRf ~~ 

':>lr~,:>~,81~~~~~~~~I(~:~"<l~~8lJf~fm; 

~~~~~ ~ ':>lrlr8-~ ~"R:~ <r<t<1 RJf.t~~~ ~'fJl<j<t1lJ! 

~'1E1'3~I) 

l£l~~~~ r.cr<!'0W[ I5{if Tfl ~sr ~~~ l£l~ 9f<fWilll5i1f 

<j>Gfuc1"l <rf ':>lr~ ':> ~ (8l ~~~ (J5?[{?f "lffit~~~) {?f!ftj,FifM 

{~~?fiY ~ ~ ~ Il£l~ 9f<[f(Pi1I5"l1 $lT."ll f<rrnl'if\5 ~~~ C~ 

Jf['!! '5lPm! ~~ I~ ~ {W7[~- 03RJf.t <ffi3' f.q(g3I"lc<l' '5lT'fl'f <R!I'if\5 15f(~ 

(ideal objective meaning) ~ <ffi"<lJ1 ~ I ~1 ~ Q!Pl'{3 cQ1J1 ~ 8ll£l~ ~ 

~~ <R!I'if\5 15f(~ ~ ~\5 ~ I QR"f ~~ 8l '5!f\;~"f '@~9f<1 

~iI~ ~~ ~'G1~ (J5?[{?f "lffit~ ~ m Wrm'if\5 '{3 ~'if\5, ~'1 

(presentation) lfl<1'~ ~ (concept) ~"R:~ ?fl~ ~'K~l'lPC"! <jJq~~<11 f<p~ ~\5 ~~'G1 <£r 

lfl~~~~~9j<fi(ftjtl5"lt ~C'<l1 m ~, \5Tq '{3 ~~"IT;~ 9ff~ 

~~ij I \5l<m9f<r (JSf.~"l.~~~ ""'f~~\S'{i~>i.z~~~ m lflVf?[ ':i1t~ 

?fl~ ~<11 \5T<ffi9f4 ~~ "...Husserl did distinguish, already in 1891, between 

(i)	 the sense or meaning of a term (for which he is using both'Bedeutung' and 

'Sinn', though in the Logical Investigations he will prefer 'Bedeutung'), 

(ii)	 the object (Gegenstand) which the name may designate in case the object 

exists, and 

(iii)	 the representation (Vorstellung) of such an object. (S) 

<101I~, ~ ~ ~, m \5Tq (meaning) ~ cQ~ ~ I '5Tf~, 

lfl~"QJ;'5 ?fl(j18l ~ <rIDJ <ffi ~~ \5TQJD ~~ lfl~ \5Tq~ I c!1~ 8l~ <!1DJ<R!1 

~8f~ <R!I ~~ 15f(~ ~ J[D-ft ~ «< I lfl~ C~ lfl1J1 ~~ 8l ~~ 

~ ~,~ '{3 15f(~ "fC~ lfl<!'~ ?fl~~ I \5FP'tJ lfl~ '5lT'fl'f~'ij~~1 (ideal 

objectivites) -~ Jf'f~ 00'1 ~ '@~ om, '3~ m C<j>l"l~I~ c!1~ 15f(~ ~ 

~RJc<1l'f"l c<l' ~m ~HI ~~ ~RJ[<ll'fWqf<rrnl~f.?l~15f(~<R!I~ C<l1lf 8f ~ 

~15l~1(b-) 

m<J~ lfl~?fl~~ (':>lr",,:» M~ 'On Sense and Reference' ~ 

~~~~ lfl~~~ iSltf.k~c~"l RJf.t ~'if lflWmr ~ 9ff~ ~ij HI(') lfl~ R,MC~ 

~ m~ CiSlBl Nrn ~ ~: (,:» an'if-$f<l-m~ m \5Tq '{3 ~ ~ "IT;~ 9ff~ 

~, l£l~~ (.'<,) ~~~~lfBfm 9fffi<l-.eCil'!l ~ QRSm >i"llCGitl5"lRlI5f(9f'lj>f ~HI 

lfl~~ 8f ':>lr", ':> ~ C~ Jf~~~ 151 ~ CG1<ff lfl<1'~ - co$ C~ C<lfm 

~: "In fact, I already overcame the point of view at the time of its publication". 
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·('.)O)~~~c<J~~-(.<llC01~cQ<fi~cQ-m~~~~~ 

<rlPf~~1 

~~'m~~ f<!m ~~ m an"ffi ~1"l1(fr\115"11'!1 ~ <nT, 

"l"1'&"'J'Wt0 '{l'&f<1~1(j@ -m~~ ~~ 'q>(31rem"1 ~ ~"KlfJ ~-~~ c<J 

~~~~~lcQ~~C'j~'i.HiSl,C11C'j\S1~,~,~,~21~NJ 

~~~%981C~~~1 

~. 

~ cQ~ 15[~V'f ~ "l"1'&'G1Iq ~'8'?1C"f ~ '{l'&~rA'?I 9\<1ICCif!5<n ~ I ~~ 

atf@r<t>JfC'1 ~'1C~fitJc5f'1iq - cQ~ ~~~, <n [:!J7Yr[~ f f9!'8?1 ~~ ~, cQ mur 

~ \5lICCilD"11 ~ I "l"1~'G1ICq'!1 ~ <J~ ~ ~ <rTf ~~~~~ c<T 

"l"1'&"'J11qC<:t'~~~ID'T(~cQ~'TI,cQ(;<:t'~~~~1 

"'l"1'<!l"'J1m ~~~~ 'fM"RT ~~ I Z/~:, ~ C'Tf~ c<J 

~ ~f<1'G31C01'?1 R,R> ~~~~ DTC'1 ~~, <n ~ <:t'1"lJ <nT I ,,?07?1~:, 

~~ C'Tf~ c<T~~fo'!~J'f~%981~~IJ'f~l$ ~ 

~ 15[lfJIDT cQ~ J'f~m >i1>i"'lCit' '>!CC'j ~<T I cQ~"li<m)!~ "'l"1'&"'J11CQ'?l ~~ 

~ <i'C'?I" NC\5 ~~ I 

~ cQ~ [:!J7Yr[~~Q{15[<ffi@ m<M~, c<T~ !<~ "'l"1'<!l'G1m \5lR,~~IC'j~ 

9@'11"'l>i1C~'?I ~~ I~ cQ<fttrI~: "l"1'&IRi<:t'~fo'! cQ<T~~: \5lR,'G3~IC'j~ 

~m~ ~~~'i1~"f~ 1\5lR,'G3~tR,m~fo'!~~

\5lR,'G3~1 C~ 2lt~%~~~~"f cQ<T~~ cQVf'?I"C1<:l\5t H~'?I <i'C'?I" ~~ 

~ 15[9\R1~~0i1~~1'?I %981 15[~~ ~ 9\R18:RJ'?I ~~ ~ <!N 15[~ ~ ~ J'f~l$ 

~0(f~I\5lR,'G3~rn~mcQ~~~~m<JQ\lQ{C1~'T1<1~~1 

\5lR,'G3~t WKff ~gm <nT <nFl cQ~fo'! ~ >i\!l11J~1'?1 ~~"f <i'C'?I" I m ~ '8 

~~fo'! \5l1'6J'2m"f ~gm '3~$lIC~ %981 ~ cQ<T~ ~~ ~ I ~ 

~, cQ ~m"KlfJ '\5lJI'i.>ifo1~~ <fI<!2iSr«t'GC01>t' ~ ~ \5lf\6'G3~If\bR><:t' ~~ 

"li<m)! c<rrm m 'TII(~~) 

15lf~, «llj.{ ~m <!N ~ ~- H~'?I ~ ~ '3t 1J1~R1<:t'~I'?l ~~ 

~ rrl cQ<T~~~ <fI<T~ \5lW'fcQVf'?I""KlfJ 9ft~ ~ <rfC<T 'TIl ~ '3Q\l ~~m 

~-<:t'Wf-~\5lW'f~, ~m "'l"1'<!lC<j'?l ~ <1Wtrt~ ~~~'i1J <nT I 

mJ'f~~\5lIT9\N<:t'~11cq'?l ~%'<fl9J.1~:m~c<T"l"1'<!l"'J1l'f~ 

.~9\N<:t''?I(1m'S7'll tmr, <n 9@"f1l:"[~J'f~~N0mm 1'!lf[';1rIj,<:t''3P{~~ 

~ ~: *'i1'3 \5lIT~ '8 ~'i1'3 <rf C~'i1'3 \5lIT~ I '!If[9jRt><:t'~t1tQ ~ ~ 

<:jQ1"1((3l ~ ~ ~ \5lIT~ I <!N '3t cQ"<:t'<:t'" * J'lrrff ~~ '3t ~ ~'i1'3 
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'5lK9jM~IC<JS~~~~~ ~ I 

~~, ~~ ~~ cQ~ cQ~ \WI'~1<f \5IMll:lr®-~ r:<r \511~ 

'It'51 ~ ~ ~ C9fPf'l~OflI ~ ~ ~ \'5@ ~~<rI 'Jf\5J ~~~J,~ 

\5IO'U ~~ ~ ~~fir!JlJl <ID'f ~'1~~ ~~~~~ m ~ I\5~ 'Jf\5J 

<ID'f\5ffil" ~~ ~f<r>~~ ~<uAA~~cQ~Q)l ~,~ '5Pml, "fJ 
i9te~~' I (H)~,"l?l<tiC'tJl~~<tJfu;~\5IR~Hf~ ~"'l'<'iN'J"1I"t~~'1mt"1i 

~9fl@0fl1 

~~~ \5IR~l<tt"OOl~~~~ I (~o) 

(~ ) ~~ ~9jfiiM>~1"11"t \5foPIT@ C<JSf-1 f<mr <n ~ f.lWt C<JSf-1 ~-{~ 

~~~9R1" f.j~~~ I ~~\5I<t~"'lC<t'\5I-~'WT~~ I cQ ~~, cQ~ 

~~ cQ<l' ~~ ~ 'Jf\5J \51% ~ ~ ~ fir~ :<!:'5 9fl@ ~~ m ~ I ~ 

~~~~~cQ~~cQ~~'Jf\5J'8 fir~ ~9f:f~ 9ff@ Im~' 

'8 'fil!JlJl' ~\51~ ~"<JS@ am r:<r C<JSf-1 \51<!~'@ f<mr ~ 'Jf\5J, ~~~~ 9fl@ 

Ofll ~ \5IlC9jM~l<tI'f <rI ~ bl?l~ WI> cQ~ ~~ ! . 

(~)~ ~~~9j~1"11C"t~ ~~ ~ «fi@~~ ~' ~ '-'l~t ~ 

~~,~~~~~~<1'~~~~~~1~%1~1i119j~,~ 

cQ<l'fG ~~~~l~ f.j?l~f&c<t' ~ ~ ~ I '5lR~~ ~ 9fmfol" cQ~ ~ r:<r ~ 

~~ ~~C'$l ~~ <nlff oro I cQ~ \5Iq ~ NJH cQ~9j C<tt"1ItC\5 DR r:<r ~ MC"1l)"'ll?l 

cQ"fol "1l>~ ~ <rI ~~~~ on, \51~ ~ ~~ 9fl@"'l r:<r cQ"Jf<T ~~ 

fb~l~("1"'l' cQ~~~ ~"'I'<!l'~~1C"1 ~ oro I <rfi1 ~f'i ~~~ ~ ~ 

~~<I':ilIM~ ~~~~~~'5I1"rm~~~:~d~%"lH"1151® 

'>j~j' '8 'fil~' ~m~ c<l:il"'l~IC"1 ~ C>i ~~ c<rn:"1I, r:<r~ ~F!mro~ ~ om 
~ \51~ I ~~~~ ~ '-"'$11 ~' cQ<f, 'fir~'~~ ~q ~,~ 

~~~~~ ~Oflf<r>? 

(~) C<JSf.'{ c~~~ cQ~~ <fR!<f ~ I "5Irn ~ c~~f.i~>J:~ ~ I 

cQ~,llN~~~C<JSf-1~~~~\5~~~~~ ~

~~ ~, 81 ~ ~~-~ ~ 9j~"1~"~, cQ<f, ~ \511~ I cQ cQ~~ ~ <rI 

~\5I~~~~orn! 

(8) ~~~~~~N,fu~f.il~"lH<t~f.W1<r~:iR:~, 

~cQ~~ \5I\5TC"1" ~ 'Jf\5J f.l~ ~ 9f\5C"11 \5~ C<JSf-1 'Jf\5J ~ cQ~9f ~ 

\51~~ '~~~81 ~'Jf\5J ~I' cQ ~ ~~fir~;m, ~<f~, cQ~ ~ C<JSf-1 

~~ "5IrofI9f ~ WT Ofll cQ~ c~~~ ~ c<r ~ <n ~%5 ~9jfii1><JS~l<tl'f 

~~'1mt"1i om I 
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(<1:) ~~ ~~q;~~ ~~9fOf~1~<Ififc<*l~ 

~~~~~~~~«l>1P!~~'8~~~~~~ 

~ I ~ Iil"fo'! ~q;~~ q;~~ 9f1F.I <rBl ~ <fI ~~ .!l~ ~ 'i5rnl.!l~ 

<ll)"'lrot~ i(\5J <ftC'[ ~ Cl:I Iil"fo'! c<*l ~~~ I ~~ C~ ~q;~~~~ Cl:I 

c<*l~~~~~~C~~~! 

(~) ~'5ltt~ 'eil~ Ibl~~~ '5ltt9ff1la<wJl'Jl ~ I ~~ ~~ 

~~ >t\W'1~C~'Jl Iblt"!xf\5Ull'Jl ~9f~~ ~~ I ~"t<l' f<l~mH<6'Jl15'!<l"rn ~ ~ ~ '1l1 

*'f~\5l@~ ~'>t~ <ftC'[~~'1l1 ~~~ '~WT<lt~~~ ,'~WT<lt~ 

~~ 1~~~<fS1f~C~<l"fI"'lJ'bI'Jl~<flIf~~~~~I~~~'>t"<l~~~ 

~9jRl<l~("l'Jl "'IRQ! "'IR~~~~ ~~ I ~~~~~ 9fRl<lI6"'lt~~~ 

IblII5J~m"'l~~0Nf.\!l~ I ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~, ~ ~'>tIit 

~~~~~ ~I~ ~ ~'>tIit <Ifif~~~.'1l~ 

~ ~'>f\5 ~' ~ \5l@ c<*l '5(~~ '1l1 

~~ <ffi3'~C<$'Jl~~$lR~~Cl:I'5ltt~, -m C>t~~~, 

<ff ~~~, ~'1Vll'>tJ ~ 9f1@ '1l1~ Iil~~ >j<{"lC"'lft<ti!!J3IH~~@ ~J'f"!~ Cl:I1'>tJ 

;rn I 

(~~~~Ibll:1JlU[~"l"'l~<lIC"!'Jl~~~W1~"'l">j~fo'rr"1'~ 

~: 

~~">j~~~:~~m(prescriptions)~~~1iiG"'l1>j1~C<t> 

~9~,~~~~~m~~~IIbl"1J~IC<l~,\5~~"6II"!"1f.j~~ 

~~~ iSTli!!J3fOlllS1t"'l'!1 ~f.lmI9~·1\5l@~' ~ ~q;~~~ 

"fC"'l ~~ Cl:I ~~~ ~<I'"W'lT% ~~ 1 

Iil~ ">j~ ~ m ~~ ~fo'f~ ~~~~ fu1ml 
'Uf9fR1' ~ I ~ ~~ Ibl~ ~;rn c<r ~m ~9f\5g "lc"11H~'Jl1 ~~moor ~9f '8 

~ ~ ~~"IT:~ 9fI~ ~:"One must always distinguish between laws 

that serve as norms for our knowledge activities, and laws which include 

normativity in their thought-content and asserts its (sic. )universa I 

obligatoriness". (~.) 1[f<30f<li!!J3It"'l'Jl ~m Cl:I ~~ \5t ~~~ @~ H~'!1 

~'1l1 

~">j~ Iil~:~~~~9,~,~ '8 IblH<lI(\!)1 Iil<l~ 1bl1"i<lf5t<t> 

~"fl Rar 1bl!Ci:111)"11 ql"@ Iil~~ ~~fo'f~~H-~"'IR~~,~ 

~~i!!J3I"'lt~ "lc"iIMi!!J31t"'l'JllCJMT ~~ q;m <mil 

~.!l~">j~~& ~R5IJr~1~ ~ Cl:I ~~9, ~ ~ fu1ml 
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~ J1~~ 1(3 ~ ~f~<r.Hfc.<Rl "ITl:1J 9fT~ ~ I "I"l'<ll'<}<11'ill':1t l!IiJt <J:'lIT.\5 <nQ[ ~ I 

~~, "We deny that the theoretical discipline of pure logic ... has any 

concern with mental facts... We saw that the laws of pure logic ... totally lose 

their basic sense if one tries to interpet them as psychologial " O~) 

'Y01~ C<J J1~ ~~~~ ~'1 ~'G'f <ffil>Mi$f"1 ~~~orn 

~ (theory of Evidence) ~ ~ \5I<f~"Pm:9f'lp I c<!'R \5I<f~'1 \5~ Jf'\5J 'WI ~ 

~ ~ \5l N,~?l C~ ~ ~&l~"ll"'l ~ (inwardly evident) I!I~ '\5l1~J~~'1 ~$/l'1' 

~ ~f~v'l<pn"'l~i~ \5l'i~R>c<t> C<11<!lBPJT J1~~ \5I<f~~ >j~J~1C<t> ~~ I<IN I!I ~ 

f<tV't<f ~\5l'i~l\b~~~ M\!!i3tUBl ~9f~, ~M\!!i3~ "l"'l'<ll'<lH~<;1 <!G'l1 ~ on~? 

~~~~~$f5f~~9f"'l~1!I~'1<11l1R>':1~"'l~1~~ 

~ on~~ffi ~\5fI~J~~'1 Jf1'll'J$/l~9f~~9ffC.'ffi!~~ Im \51<;l 

'I1UI1!I~ <n:! r;<J ~fo'! ~9f\5: ~-~'1 H~<;1 :"The pure laws of logic say absolutely 

nothing about inner evidence or its conditions'P" ~ I!I~ J1ffi-~~ ~~i\5 

<11'H1 cS<I~ "l"l'<lltf%<"l' <ffif'ffil""ITl:lJ 9f1~~ I c4lj\&<p ~fo'! r;<J J1ffi~~ ~~ 'WI \5T 

\5fflf4 ~<;j\5 J1ffi~'1, ~~\5l'i~Pl"ltc!l <n:! 1l!1\5T[<[ lj\&~c<l5<;1 ~ "l"l'&'G<1tl1C<P ~"'l 

~0.5 mrPit~ 11!I\5fC<1" R>H @3t"l~C'G'?1 N,R3~ :i1"l'<ll'<}<11C<t>~~~~ I 

Df'il". 

l!1<fOT ~ :i1"'l'&'G<1!Cl1<;1 ~~ {FS"3m <[~~ f<fm ~ ffiWft :z'<l1 ~ 

~ >j"llCGitbC<t>?l ~~~fo'! r>t';j]I':!!<"l'I~ <n:!, ~~~ ~~ ~9f'l1i1 ~ I 

~ <IN :i1il"&'G<1tCl1<;1 \5lN,@3~tGii11 9@'1i:i1'Gfo'! f<fm <Wi" ~ (}f<)<I ~~ 

~m I!I<T% ~ ~ \5f~ \5fIC'ij C~ <ml ~, <rI?l c<!'R <1JI<Dt f5f.'r ~ f.t I ~ 

~~ ~, "It is not sufficient to say that logical laws would become 

empirical generalizations, and that the objectivity of notions 'right' and 'wrong' 

would be last; Husserl would have to prove that this position is impossible to 

hold ... and this he does not do."?'? 

J1~~ \5fIC9JRt><t>~I<1IOi?l~~ ~"3fo'! \5l19f1\5 fumr~~"IT"'l ~ 1m 

I!I~ ~ 9J<[t(ft1IbilI ~ L<11<lIT <rrn c<r l!1"3fo'! ~ <n:! I 

~~ lj\&fGc~ ~<r1 $/l'1 ~~ \5l :z'G'f ~ <IN ~ c<!'R ~-c~ <11 

~H~?l~~~'-"?l"\5f~~<rmI~~'I!I~~\5f~\5fIC~C~<ml 

~, <r1 m \5fIC9JRt><t>~ 1<1I'il1 01<;1 J1r.l1 \51<;l ~ ! 

~~ ~9f1l1J~<lN~~~I!I-r-TI!I~~~~~~~, C<J 

~~~ >j~J~IC<t> ~;r(, ~~WrnfG~I!I~\51<rI<;j\5~ ~~ 1m 

l!1~~ "3~~ <IN \5fIC9JRt><t>~l<1I'il1':1( ~ ~ ~ m@ ~ <[f<1 r;<J ~(?ll ":i:fi5 <1qCGiC~il, 
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<!1<!~~ c<T ~"1\5 ~~ <!Sqr <1Q'l1 ~ ~l~l ~~~ onI ~~~~ 

~~ <!1Ui ~ c<T ~ ~~ '¢!~f<j; ~~ ~"1\51 $1T'\ffl ~ ';j ~"1~'~ 

~I 

9f~"l P fcmrr~-J'f~~:~ <m ~~~~ ~~ 00 <l'@ 

~ ~ <!1~ ~ J'f"G}\5N3 ~-OO ~~ I <!1~~ "K~ ~~~ c<T 

~~~'ij~~~~~I~~C~~<It~g~~~~ 

"...the subjective belief of the non-existence ofa certain condition derives from its 

very structure ..."(») ~~ <!111t ~~-~ ~~ 9\1"0, m <!1~ ~~ ~ 

*1'<S<1~1 ~ I 

~~P"iS11~<[5~\5lR~ ~f.1C$l/~~ 1~<!1~\5Il~~<1lC<1'J~ 

~~~ c<r ~"1\5 'G1'ij~-~ ."1\5 ~~ 9fRl<1~'i'9M1 \5lR9fRl><tl~I<1I~()'l~ 

<!111t 0fC'i" m ~ <!1~ ~ <!'Il:fJ<1t~ ~ I <m 'G1~ lfBf'1t ~ ."1\5 ~ ~ <!1~ 

C~ "f.1"g~ ~ I c<r <!1~ 'G1"1\5 ."1\5 ~ ~ 9fRl<1~C'i~ ~ 9f~<1'1f<1i\\ci I ~ 'G1'ij~ 

J'f~~~zffit~<!1<!~<!1~~~OO"1\5'G1~~~lm<!1~~ 

~~~"1\5'G1'ij~~~~I~'1~om,'G1~~~~~~~ 

~ <l'@ I <!111t'8 tGf.l ~ <l'@ ~ (.<l ~~~~~ Ofl<r ~ I 

"l'i'<B'f,1<1101~ ~ c<rJ'f<1 J'f~ ~~~ c<r <m~~ \51 \5Illf"ff.q~ ~ '8 

~Mi83IC'i~~~ 9f1~,~C~ <lJf.llfBf'1R<tl ~~ Im <!1"J'f<1"~~~ 

<!1<!S ~~ 151<1<1101'1:[ ~ <!1<!S 9f'lj>~ ~ I ~ '8 aFC'ij ~<It~, \5I111'"f"1\5 

(Ideal) ~ ~~~ I ~ f<j;<!1"C<tl J'f~ <!'I ~~ on?~<It ~"1\5 

~~ <It~"1\5, <It \5I111'"f"1\5 ~ ~ \5l1"llClf~C<tl ~'ij ~~~ I m <It~, 

\5I111'"f"1\5 \51 ~~~~ ~~~~ tGf.l (}M"f.1" I~~"l'i'<S~<11~ 

~1~<1"'IlC\5J'f"l~~ <1Q'l1<mT onI'¢!<m~~ <!1 ~~~ ~ I~~ 

~~ <!1 '¢!~(.Xffi \5IICCilb'iI'll ~~: "Neither Frege nor Husserl have shown that 

psychologism is untenable....each in their own way construct a rival position 

which could seriously compete with consistently developed psychologism..." (~o) 

~. 

\5IICCi]b'iBl <!1~ C"1<f 9f<l1nl ~ "l'i'<B~<11lf- m'1 ~~'ij 1f<!1~ 9f~CCilb'il 

W'9f<11:h ~ I Z1~~ m~ \51C'f c<r <rliffl m ~'i'<BIIJ<1tIfC<1' esl'i~~~ ~~~ 

~\5~ "l'i'<SC'!J'Il ~~tGf.l~~<1'C'Il"l~ 1tGf.l'@~~~\5I~es~l 00 
"l'i'<B'f,1C<tl 0fC'i"m ~~, m ~I~~I~ ISI'Ilt'£t'~ om <!1~ <1:>('iI~<1' "l'i'<SIIJC<1' J'f"l~~ I 

9f~<1ij"<[5ICCi~ ~m,~~ (.<fC"/l(}/ci{)a>/f$t<PJfZ1 ~<pJC1f@r<!1""if{ ffJ~I5I<f~9itmr( 

>tIl?lCiJf>f i5IJRS )Jlifc>t"ic'i!3>(;fZ1 C<t'C"iIl~c"ia>/FSt ~ tGf.l "l'i'<S~C<tl :£l~P'1~~'Il~~~'1 
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~ I <rof.Tm f<T~~~~~'if~ f;qf~ C<rMW! ~r.<fl ~ fl1Vl ~ I ~~1't 

~9f,~~ f.Tvfxt~ (intentionality) l~i<!\ \5ff~ ~f61~W5 ~-~~ 

9fl.f~~~"f ~~~~<11 ~~o ~"f 21~I)j~C~ ~"iT.<l' ~f'>fVl m c<fC\5 ~1'JJ 

<fil'3T I ~~ C<Wf C<Wf )j"ll@ilb<t' ~ <fl@~ ~fO'f ?f["'P! fi1c<t> ~~f(3fo1l.~ ?j0.:rmJ "lil'<ilI{)'100 

~~, <liC<t' ~ 'I5rf'%fl'iiRJ<:ji '5T'l:.t<rR'( transcendental investi gations) ~[<r <m~ 

<p~ ~ I ~ \5[l:fJ19f<P ~ ~, ~~ \5QIf<t'f~~ ~lf":ilc~ ~~ c£i' 

~~ m ~~ '5f5'l1 ~1"l<1T fl1Vl ~>tf01 (~)~\1j~~~ 

~[<r~~~,(::<')'Tfo/!-~~:'j\:;~':1~<ll~~~cnr~,<lT?! 

"ll:lJ fl1Vl ~~~ <mJ, ~<r\ (~ ) ~<1 ~f~<t'~ <ll@ "l1o/T'8h<l01 \'3 ~'ifC\5':1 

~~~I(") 

\5[l:fJ19f<P~<m~,~~~~<t>W~(aphenomenon)~<r\~<ll 

<m~-<llRs1C"lI':1 (an interpretive) ~9f11 (>.>.) ~ ~~: \5f<l<:IB'l, ~9t, ~\~ 2J'YRJ J1I8T 

~m~~ ~~~ ~ (products) f~J1TVPI1"lU'l '5l1V11 ~~~ <r! ~m\5ff<ffi\~ 

~<rJt~~~ I <nGl~ ~<riG1~ 9ff~~ c9fGJ ~ I~~~ 

m <rf-~~ (the mental) ~- "'IiI'<ilIFZ3<t' (the psychological) 'TIl. I f<r-~ <r'<R C<t'f.j' ~ 

~ ~~~ <llrn'f58T "ltl:lJC"'l <rJt~ ~ \5'<R \5l ~<f. ~ '@D5 I~ "lil'<il~'1W1':1 

~~~ ~ <ll@ <r'<R ~~~'ifC\5':1 <ll1<f-~"0 '5l<rm <m<ff ~-I 

~m ~ "[W]hat makes psychologism possible in the first place is that 

interpretive framework within which the life of cpmscopismess comes to be 

construed as the domain of private particulars or as the subjectmatter of 

introspective or even of scientific psychology" (,0) ~ >iFbJ<t'lc':1':1 "1'1'<il~<1jr}1':1 ~'l 

'5~ ~ m <r'<R ~ (~) ~~ <rJt~ ~ 9fB1<!, (~) ~ 9fB1<! Wsrc<r ~~ 

<llRsIC"lIN ~~, ~<r\ (e) \5lC<t' JF1~ ~ <RfC\5 9fm<1·1 

~~,~~~"fU~c~~~'i~ 2f~I>i~<Xl':1 c<r Zl1~ 

~ \5BT ~<riG1 '5l1'Wi ~ {~~-0 ~ I "lil'<il~1r'til ~ 9f':11@'<fi1@i ~~ 

~~ ~ (naturalistic illusion) ~~~~ I ~<r\ ~~.~ <r@ ~~ 

~)jICo1':1~~ <MT'i (the epoche '),<rrn ~\5ff~~ 2f51>i~'G ~~ ~ 

~~ I ~~~ m c<r ~ 2f~I>i~CI{)':1 rp1\8i1C<t' ~'5T'l~ ~ ~ 

2!r<1.'-21~l:>j~C~~ ~ 9f<fl@i!bill ~ I 
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). ~:	 fullS ~ '<lCYI\5I'fJi<l ~ ~c<Plqf@t<pJfC7 ~~ .£ifi1c~iOI~ ~, 

<r1 ~ "lJI'f'l5!1~'l5 'G ~ <£1. <£1~ (<£1~.) ~ • .£i~('{H~IPffG 

~~C~,~, )~lr)H~~1 ~~-)~O 

~. ~,~: . 'fJ ~ '!5Pf C'./'C"llC~C"llqf@r (~ '{H"6IPffG C~, ~, )~8\!l) ~-)'I 

\!l. ~:~ ~: ''IT ~ ~ Ji~I"4f$riSl"l' <r1 ~~ ~~~~ 

C<l'C"lIC~C"llqt?i (~~, 'IT ~'i1, )~'I~)- <£1~ ~~ I ~ ~-~8 

8.	 <£1~~: 'Ji~'l5I"4f$r'l5)t"4 ~ ~ <£11¢l~"l.:vI~ ~, <r1 ~ • 1!3miPr, ~~~, 

<£1~~I~-)\!lO 

({. ~. C<1't~"41\5"4: ~i5lJ(f!i a:H<;f(·""15Irf>'~CT>~l<t11~:..;r1=~=6Tct=l101 ~~. 15I)\"'l~t>~~~ ~ C'l5T\, ~, )~({lr) 

~- 8'1 

~. 'OIRl. P'r.~: 'Q1'7[ ~ <£1Vf'1: cm:'i1 ~ ~', <r1 ~ ~ ~'>fC1 ~ <£1Ri1tG01P1ml¢liSr"l., 

(I5I'fJir:<l'liS '{H"6IPffG C~, 15I'f>1<1'11S, )~lr'l) ~ I ~ ~-~o'l 

'I. (iSi. <£101.~:	 ~~ cm:'i(: <£1 ~ "'I'll ~ CIrnrn Rl~"4>101R'9f: <r1 ~~~ 

&%e-r '!JR .£i~~~~</C~P'tc'>'f"/rP[ (~~, 'IT ~'i1, 

)~'I~)- <£1~ 15112'-i'& I ~ ~-~8 

b-, ~, ~-~({ 

~. ~:~ cm:'i1: Wq>tN<pj)q ~ -m'1lc~ft<pJM <mPf~(~ C~ ~~~, 

~ ~~, ~ ~GfO'I, 15I'1;>t~<1'liS, )~lro) ~-~\!l 

)0. <!I~~:	 '9f1C>ft01JI¢lC"l ~<p ~~Vfi'l' ('Gm nf ~ ~), ~ '5/JI'5 
C<I'c</lC~c</Mf@t<pJfC7 Wrrf (~ ~, )~({~) ~-~~8 (~ C~~ 

~'1~'l'1C!1!1 ~) 

)). <£1~~:	 ~~</C~P'tc'>'f'1iPr('5!'i: (iSi. <£101. ~, ~~ ~,~~ e'l''ilR 
9fG'l, ~, )~'Io) ~-~~ 

)~. ~ ~-)\!l~ 

)\!l. ~ ~-)\!l~-88 

)8. ~ ~-)~lr 

)({.~ 

)~. ~, ~- )lr) 

)'1. ~, ~-)lr~ 

)lr. ~~: ~, 'fl;1-8'1 

)~.~, ~-8lr 

~o.~, ~-8~ 

~). (iSi. <£101.~: ~ C!l"1:'i(~'IT 'G~\ ~ >1~'l'l"4f$riSl"l', <r1~ ~ ~ 'fJ 9fPrfjif(J 

I5I7f llIt!3c>t'lClSiOIq ~(~~, 'IT ~'i1, )~lr({) ~I ~f1 

~-'I 

~~.~, ~-lr 

~~.~, ~-(\) 
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"0'f ~ \::)I~®~ ~ '5lfCCilWf ~~ '<3 '5lRbN'q~ I ~~ "0'f ~ 

i31lffi! ~~ 1J'0 ~ I ~~cl 11~, ~~~, ~ 'G "I"J"m ~ 

l!1~'5TICCill)<1f '5lRb"11'£lm ~~ C~ I~ffi"0'f~~~ ~l:fo1" ~~ ~'<3 '0<mt\Wr 
~ 1J1~8<fl ~l!1~ ffi <fl"l~~1<1<nr I~ l!1~ ffi <T<19fVf '<3 <rf<flJ Pi~J ~~ 

~@i1', \5~'0~ <T~ ~ 0 i31lffi! '5IT.~~~ ~\51 \5G!i -it~ 1J'0 

~ I '5T~~ ;uwr-"1t.l <lJ<l~8<fl-9Bmm ~ ~ ~ I 0 "0'f ~~ 

~ ~'i <m- 11~ <m-~~ l!1~ >P<fu:ll!1~ "f4f, l!1~ '5lRb8'0 «flf.T "f4f ~ I~ 

l!1~ "f4f ~~9ffu-~~, ~, ~ <lJ<l~Q!1~ ~ 'G \5fI<flf"~ I 

"0'f~'5f1<fl1"1~"fuxt<ro'i I' l!1~ ~'i~~ I~~~~ ~~~ 

~~~~~~ I ~ l!1~"0'f~~, l!1<T~ W'@~9jNC~ \5l<fl?'fm~'i 

~·I~l!1fG~l~<flfi1<flIl!1~~~I)¥Nl:f~~~I"f4fC~~~l:f 

~ I ~9f'm~ C<rf~~XWl1C<rfl:f 19fVf><Jf011G1'lf.'it 1F8~ ~ 9f'm~ C<rfl:f~ 1>1~>1~ 

~C~ ~ <rf<liJi~l:f I l!1fG ~~~ N<t> I ~~ "I"J"m ~~ '<3 

i!;31<1~lj~<fl l!1~ ~ ~ >1~~ f<T<rR ~~ «flf.T C<flR ~ \51~ 'G ~~ 

~98r ~i0ft~ <ITP1 ~\\b\::)1~ ~·Il!1~ ~~ l!1~9f~"I"J"m~ ~~ 1l!1~~ 

P1~tC'2~ ~~ ~~ m'<3 <R<Br 05111 ~'ij'i ><f'l1C<fl m '<3 <T~f~f<F( ~ \51% 

l!1~AAl:f ~ ~m9f<fl~ I ~~~ ><f0RT M"'! >1~~ I ~~ 

~ ~ l!1<T~ \5BT ,@~9ffu >1~Vl1'ij, ~'ij 11 ~ I ~~ 'TM ~ "I"J"m ~~ 

~. ~98r~~ C<lIfl:f\5 ~ I 

<1JI~1C~~ \::)1<iJ<flm 11~~ ::,,/ ::,,/~'" ~ ~ ~ m '<3 <R<Br ~'ij f.W(xr 

~~, ''fuF<rl:FDffi~ ~ <T~ ~"8 I 2f~9f1l1tD1<f~ ''>=( AAc<:(f <T~'it 

~~' 1 ~ l!1~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ l!1~ 9j804M~ ~, i31lffi! ~ C<flR 

'5TlC04II)<11 9j804M~ ~ -.n I W~~~W~~~~ ~ ~ ~'ij 

f.W(xr ~~ ''>=( AAl:f~ <1<I<1JI~C<fl1 <T~ 1l:1<l<1JI~C<flr ~ I <T~~ >1~~ 

\::)1<ilr11i9f~ I"· m-.n~ "I"J"m 9f~iifi1'<3 ~ 151<l19j8(p~:O'l~ ~~8 ~~ ~'ij f.W(xr 

~ ro~ '~~ <T<fx5 'i'l!i\Ir1\::)C1t m~ I"~~ 'G ~~~ ?1<JICii11D-ll 
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~~ <rrn c<r m \8 ~{cf1~ ~~~~~~ cfl~~~~~ ~f'5l1 \5l0 

~~~~I~\bjI(frlf5OTrC~~~9fIfuc<r~,'<T'G12j~R>c~c<r~ 

~~9f:'f ~ \5l m I ~, \5iGi 2j~R>'5l ~~ J'I,m1'>f c~ c<r ~ ~~9f:'f ~ \5l ~ ~{, ~

'5l,\bll,<p,~'~,\~nfill cf1 ~~'5lI(frlIt)"'I1 ~ ~~~~~~~'5lIC01It)"'Il <I'm 

~I 

~~ ~~9ffu~~ I ~~9ffu ~'i.l'j1C'5l ~ ~ 00<:[, <Nl- J'I,m1~, 

~~ ~ \8 ~~ I' '1JG ~ J'I,m'>f (\bjN,'<I1C~) ~~9f:'f ~ ~ ~ \8 'fW~ J'I,m1C'>f 

~~9f:'f ~ ~ J'lWTI~ ~ I ~9f C<l'f"'I cfl<t$ 9f'ffi:~ f<r51'>f C~ ~~9f:'f ~ ~ cfl<t$ ~ 

~<:r1 ~ ~ 1j>(frI' c<r ~ ~~9f:'f ~ \5l ~ ~~ ~ I cfl<t$ ~ C~ 1l~ '5l~ cfl<t$ ~ 

~~9f:'f ~ 15~ cfl~~~ <wTI ~~~ I 

~-~ J'I,m1~ ~ ~~?ffW5 ~~'1 ~ ~ mm ~ \5If<Wj, ~ \8 

~ J'lWTI'>f ~ \bj>1~<l1Rl<t>I'5l'1 cfl~, ~J'I,m1'>f ~ Plf)iI$<t>I'5l'11 ~~~~ ~,"f~ 

mm ~~ >1~<llrn<t>81'1, .£r ~,"f~ ">1Vl1 ~~'>f \bj>1"1<llrn<t>ffi'1l Plf)i"&flffi'1 ~ 

~,"f~ ~<:r1 ~'>f I cf1 ~ J'I,m1~ \8 ~~ 2jQ)'"l ~~ ~~9f1'Ml <l'ffi'1 ~ I ~ 

~~~~ cfl~, Plf)i'6<l'l'5l'1 ~~ <mil mr~~ cfl~~~~ 

~~9ffu~ ~e:f.Tt~ I m ~~~ ~~9ffu~~ R5R cfl~ ~~ I 

R5R~ffl~~cf1<t$~'1~I\5rPR\5~~~~Jj,~~~9fI"'lJl{1"IIUil'5l 

~ ~-m~ \8 ~~'O C~ <wTI c<:fl:'\5 9f1@ c<r, ~~ 2jQ)'"l ~ ~~ 

>1 ~<llrn<t>rn'1, ~, \5iGi ~ ">1Vl1 ~ J'I,m1'>f W'l ~<l1Rl<t>1'5l'1 cfl~, <p~, \5iGi ~">1Vl1 <mi 

~ J'I,m1'>f Plf)i\8<t>fQ'1 c<r ~ C<l'f"'I ~~~~~cfl~,~J'I~~ 

~~~~ ~ ~~ ">1Vl1 ~ J'I,m1'>f~, I5ffi 1j>(frI'~{Jllf'l ~{~~ 

~~ I ~'1.£r~ mm ~~ l.£r ~ ~<l'ffi'Bf[9f ~">1Vl1 ~ J'I'm1'>f~,.£r 

\blt'm-<mpr,m1'>f ~~ <ffiW5 A ~~9f:'f <p@ I ~ .£r <mi~~ m '>fOR ~ 

~ cfl~, ~~ ~, \5iGi ~ ~9%m'1~~ <P@ I .£r ~r-:rl<i~tj ~ >1"1<llrn<t>l'5l'1 

"ffi\;9f; 15~15~ ~ ">1Vl1 ~ J'I,m1'>f \bj>1~<llrn<t>I'5l'Bf[9f cfl~, 2j<JI1J<iq1'Wl,~ ~ 151$~~ 

~ Qj9f J'I,m1'>f Plf)iI$<t>I'5l~9f ~~ Xf<lfC<ll ~~9f:'f <P@ 1'0 ~ "l~f<1~I<i~tj \5ff<l5i(,"f 

~~9f:'f ~~ ~ 4lfB~'5l5\lfil ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~9f:'f <P@ cfl~, .£r ~ 

~ f<r<rn' ~~ I ~~ ~ 2j~ \bj>1~<ilrn<t>I'5l'1 ~ I ~~~ 

~~9ffu~ i~:n:r<iJl<l~tj \5ff<l5i(,"f ~, 15~ ~IC~~ 05'f ~ on I~~~~9ffuc;:5 cfl~ 

~~<i'B'1~1 

~ ~ ~ <pefc~ ~ \5l m ;urn ~ '1JG ~ "lI5 ~~ I cfl'1JG 

~cf1~<wTI~ 4lfB~'5l5\"'IJf{1 cfl~, '5l~<wTI~ <t>q~C<t>I'5l<t>"'lJm I" 

~~~~~~~~I5ffi~~~~~9f:'f<P@I~~ 
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C~ \5T'ffil \5R!~ "f41\;~9fll ~ I <fl~ 2l~ C~~ <fl<l, ~ C~ ,?0hlf~ "f41 

\;?9fll~~ I <fl~9f~~~~~"f41I41f8~'!l5\"1Jrn~fWrI5~\;~ 9fl~ 

~ \51 c~ ~ \;~9fll ~ I <fl~~ \5R!~'5l~ ~ ~ <!'@ I ~ ~'!l~ 'fBlBT ~ 

~~~ \;~9fll <!'@ I <fl~ ~ \;~9fll ~ ~\5 C"f[<f ~ <flVl \51 ~~ I ~ 

~ 'l'VTI~, ~~ '5lQ.f<l1 ~ C<J c:<llT"l ~~ rn r:<f'FT, ~ "f41 2l~~~ "f41 

\;~9fll <!'@ I ~~ \5ll<lrn \5R!~ "f41\;~9fll <!'@ I <fl~~~~<jl~ 

"f41\;~9fll~~~~ ~'1l:\5 9fTrl1 <flVll <IT.C1 4lf8~'!l5\"1JlUl ~~9ffu I 

~~ \5ll<lrn ~ <mr-l 2lQ@l~9fll "f41\5B!~ l'f"$ "f41'l~9f~ \;~9fll <!'@ I ~ 

~4W ~ ~ \5ll<lrn \5R! ~~ l'f"$ <!'@ "f41 \;~9fll <!'@ I ~ \;~9fll ~~ ~ 

~~~l'f"$ <!'@ "f41\;~9fll <!'@ I ~\;~9fll ~~ \5ll<lrn ~~~ 

l'f"$ <!'@ "f41\;~9fll <!'@ I <fl~ ~ \;~9fll ~ ~ <r<f.'! ~ ~"f1<litV<I \;~9fll~, ~ ~ 

"f41~~~~ I <flVll<IT.C1 <1''t'ijC<1'I'!l<1'''1JIC$I ~~9ffuI~U't~<rrnC<J, C<Jc:<llT"l ~ 

~ (~ <l1 <11) ~ rn r:<f'FT ~~~ <jl~ c~~ I 2l~ \;~9fll ~ ~ 

<1'<f.'!'B ~'1l:\5?f'r"1" -n, ~~~~'1f<m"t \;~9fll~~~ I\5ll<lrn ~~ 

~"f41~~1 

\;~ \5lICCilb"1l C~ ~ <rm C<J, ~ M C~~ ~~ 'B <I~ Nf<t~ 

~~ iS31"1~IRi<1' M C~ C<1'<!C1 <I~~ ~ I ~~~~~orn~'ifI3~ rn I 
~<L ~.~, :rr;pr <r<f.'! ~ ~~ ~~ "f41~orn"l1~ '5l~ R<1"G ~ <!'@ ~<f.'! 

C<1''<ICi:il(\Q ~~ "f41 ~orn~'if13 ~ I <fl~9f ~~~~ ~-~ I <fl~9f ~ C~ 

~ C<J '5l~~ ~~~~~ <l1 Xfl<I1$1T I~M c~~~ \5lRb~'q~ ~'B 

~~M C~~~ ~ \5lfi1 'l,m, \5ll<lrn <I~ "f41~ <11 (~), 91'f 'B <l1<1'J 

<fl~~l:f.~ C'<IWtWI ~ I ~ , '~' 2l~Rb <111 ~ <!Cc0 ~~ 91'f I \5ll<lrn ~~ 

~ C<1' <!C11 ~ <l1<1'J I <l1c<ls ~ "f41<!C11 ~~~ 'B ~ "f41<!C11 ~ I J1l~"f\3~ 

<l1c<ls ~""f41 ~~~ "f41 $1T"1 <!C11 ~ rn I \5ll<lrn ~ "f41<!C11 ~'B ~ ~ $1T"1 <!C11 

~ rn I~~ C<1''<ICi:ilIC!1 ~"f41$1T"1 <!C11 ~ I~ ~<rrn c<J, <l~~ ~~'B ~ <fl<jl ~ 

<l~~ "iS31"1~IRl<1' Nc<1' ~\51~9f<f111 ~~ <l1<1'J <n ~~~ ~"1 <llm <rrn 

~ <rQft!«"f41 $Il"11 <flM C~~ <!l ~ ~~~ $1T"1 <!C11 <rrn rn I XJm <!l ~~ ~ 

"Jfi!ffi I ~ <!l ~~~~~~ I ~ <!Cc0 \5l<pIl9f<ll @~ ~ I <fl~ @~~ 91'f 

;rn I \5R!1 <!Cc0 ~@j<1' I <fl~~ @~ ~ xf<i'f1"J?!RJ ~ I <fl~ xl4il"J?!Rb C~ "1M>iS3lC"1'!l ~ 

~~ C<J '5l<!~ ~ ~ Xfl<I1 ~ <!l ~~ I ~ c-m"1 ~~ ~ C<1' $1T"1 <!C11 ~ I <R!i'\5"~ 

~~ C<1'1Qft'B ~ ~"1~, C<1'1Qft'B ~~, \5ll<lrn C<1'1Qft'B ~ ~9f 

~~~I 

<fl<f.'! ~~;~~ C~~~ ~ rn r:<f'FT? J1l~~ <!C11 <rrn C<J, ~ 
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c<J~' \5lBf ~%~~ <fi@ '11 "1"1'1 ~ ><01 ~~r~ ~m I.fI ~~ <Wi?n9f c<l'f.T 

Xf'l1 "ll ~ ~ f<r~ m'Bfff.?j ~~ c:<!'l"l Xf4f ~fC<!l '111 W~ "1Q19f ~~ 

~f~ m"! RW! fl~ I ~4lB! "1'Gi"l} <rr~--.:j c<J 'F'J (C'f'5mG1) 21yf~ c<J ~-E<U 

~ /II/{ ~~\v.n~~ ~.:r "Fr[<'f' I<FI<& '1lTI! I '0 <i\flo1'15f <iJ<!<lR:F!~, <rrf~'8 ><01 ~"! <fi@ 

'11, <1T<ilfR '11 ~ ~ ~'8 ><01~"! <f.@, "1~ 1.R9'!1 @u:r~ <f.@ ~~ ~~ ~ 

~"BT ~\v.n'i'f c<J ~ ~ N"1~. <f.@ ~1 21m"! <jl~"11 ~~-~ ~~ 

~~mc'iB! <Ni ~%~~ QJX5 '119fBll1l Mil <n~ -Q "1'41 ~"! ~C\5 9ff@'111 

~~~~r ~J~ c<J ~<EGlo~lffi '<ll~ ~ '8 <rt'BI ~~ 15T!<fk ~~ 

~~ fi1v.l CD?:?j <Rr[o'j ><f4f ~~ <mJ I "f<lmr;rR <run ~ fi1v.l CD?:?j <f~ "fl:l1f~9fM\5TBT 

'11 ~'8WT ><01 ~"! ~ '111 ¥<fl\ .fI .,~ ~?j ~<Tlf0 ~ ~ ~ ~\v.n'i'ff<rr"l<f ~ 

C<i''if11?i ~~ c<J f<r"l'2; <'I'1:.<r \5f\5j'FHC"E1 '<ll~ C<i'f1l1 <r!<ll C<!'if119f ~~ ~-~ H~'5<i'l'!1"!, 

~ f~ ><01-~ %~9fIT ~0 ?ilC.<r <T[ I ~c[ ~$fi?j '<!"1f m c<J, ~M <Tfc.cm ~1f\b~$lm 

1<11-i'5 m"! C<i'%9f ~\"<i\m C<t-T"1 ~~c<rJ 'Jl\v.n'i'j<r"1~ f<1<f6 ~ ~~ \5lBf ~ '<m;"@ 'i'ff0 ~ 

<T[ I d~?j ~'8 f~~I'!1 ~"! ~\¥f~ f<r;m:-"1 <:f."'9f1fi1 ~$lm f.r<f'G~ i 15T'f11~~ 

~<i'@~ C<i'%9f ~~ "ll"1~'5m <i'8rIcm ~<! "f4(~?j <i'1<f<S?fu0 '9j1@ '111 "1~~ 

~ ~~x~-~~~9fIT~ '11 "1<T\ ~-~"!'8 ~'11lx~~?ff;£[ 21y~C<i''5 ~ 

NGJ C15\:?j ~ x~ 1<11-1'5 <i'@"! C<i'%?j ~\"$ffi Frim ~ "1<T\ "1~ <f-rq ><01 15TH ~~9fIT ~ '111 

~m'5 '::l1<lJ<i'Ic.'!1'!1 ~ <TJ1~ ~!ifij <f.@il I" ~1~?f<:fGl<i'f<i'@ 15T<r"1} "1 ~ ~<1mr<i'HFm 

\5l~10q ~ "Wlf~ "f'>TTg(,~ \5j'i~?ffu <TJ1~J1 ~~"11" \5R!"l~ '<l"l m:<1T<! (~) ~'Jl\~ 

\5Ti<f'1'<f ~ :rj;»<i@<i'f'!1"! QJX5 ?jf@ '111 \5lf-2"l "i<>f "fl1f'0C11 \5l:rr.:l<®T'f'T1"!1 '5If~"f'l1 'lS9ff~\5 

~f<i'\:Gl'8 ~<r1f<J<f.l~"! \5Jfm"BT \3l'~rC<i' 't\S'f1f\1[0 2jj0-~~ \5jf~"f4f '~ ~~9fIT ~ ?ffG! '111 

~'<j3 2jf\b'<.lrf~ ~m ~ \5(f<pf["1 ~~r.<T1'i'j ~Th?"l "0f7.<P f<r~-'2; 'F@ I 

<{<iJ~'i'j,,!-r;;;j~'S1 ~"1;8 'is\(:;' ~ 'Jlm<n"'l <i':<[(,0 C5%r Q'C1DZil I ~iC'f1"lL\5 ~"l ~ 

<J~ ;~~ iSf'J:lTIJ '11 ~<r-1 ~1fu';T "f'l1c.<i' '"Pl"t<!' <Tf "1<i';'lFf ~ '<i(,G'l --m-<JlB' <i'1~ ']f~\@ I 

""i1<n~%W! ><01 ~"! mr~ I "1~"! ~~?Ji%, "1<p;f-"! %11 "1<T\ "1<i'''lf-C''! ~1<r f.t.TM I C<i'f"l C<f.R 

C'lP~ ~"! "'ffil~ ~~9ff% ~m <t-~ xl~ ~q.:n"! f~"TI '<i7i1 ~ I"['l1 C<lC:::'\il "0fr~ 

~<11fu<1'f'!1"! ~ "f'l1TI2l:'H ~~~;f"1 '9j'<[-& \5f'~<f.T~crc.<i' ~1l ~\f5 ~ I ~ c<J ,,~ 

~~ ~~ xf".fC<i' ~~ ~~"! ~'-5 ~1J '111 "10M} \tiI~"l xIT:"r~ 2M""! >;f-I"! 0~"if6 

"11\ f~c"! ~ f<r'11"f 1C11 c<JC\5 ?ffc.':ll "1~T[<! ~~"l"i['lr<i f<gr,,[ ~<i'f\'l <i'\'Ilf.l "M<'f'¢If.i~\ 

~ \5TBT C<1'M ~<rl ~ '11 I 

~~"! 'fm'l~r-~?jY,('RJm~~~r~1GJJ'5~'-: "IT:4j~ f1;:;,"1 ?~i"'F; ,,:(9:'i'11 

'fm"! ~~ c<px>f '8 ~9fJI'tf '1f.iPf. 'f6 VffrT~ ['4'[;:; "1<f. (\1<: ;Il~Tr<:'1I?jq"r(;1 '/r~'-"i 7: '9j~.~87; 

~~ ~ '8Oi 1l""l~~IC4 G'(f5 <1'1T~ ~ ~r~f 98"'?jij ~'1S''9f17:<;: 21\11 '>1"::0; ':1:.<, I J.<' <fl."'; 
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• Book Review 

ON READING A BOOK NAMED JUSTIFICATION 

[JUSTIFICATION, Sandhya Basu, Progressive Publishers, Kolkata] 

It is really a matter ofgood fortune for any reader to come across this book. A 

grand feast for the intellect is served and a reader is only to regale himself/herself 

on it. 

The presentation is graded and systematic,' Justification' is being taken 

here as one necessary condition ofknowledge. The concepts initially discussed 

are those which are required to justify beliefs constituting knowledge. These con

cepts have been divided into three classes, namely epistemically positive, 

epistemically negative and epistemically neutral. The positive concepts are closely 

associated with the requirement ofcertainty. Along with the much discussed (and, 

obviously, much-debated) concepts like 'indubitability', inconigibility, 'infallibil

ity' and 'certainty', the author has introduced the concept of'self-justification' (a 

much required but rarely discussed one) which plays an important role in analyzing 

empirical propositions. All these concepts form one heliocentric system, the helos 

being the concept ofcertainty. 

The analysis ofthe above-mentioned concepts touches upon the rational

ism empiricism controversy and passes on to the concept ofjustification. Here the 

reader, longing for a fuller discussion ofrationalism-empiricism debate in this con-. 

text, may feel a bit disappointed. What is more, the reader may here stumble on 

the uses ofwords like 'belief', statement' and' assertion'; William James would 

have nodded in glee at the uses ofthese terms as synonymous, but this SOli ofuse 

may have its own pitfalls. 

At the very beginning ofthe chapter on ' Concept ofJustification' the au

thor assures us that 'Knowledge is possible'. And another important point to be 

noted here is to quote: 
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" ... there is no act ofbelieving, though 

all beliefs are acquired at some point 

oftime or other." 

Clearing her stance on these two points, the author here introduces, al

most imperceptibly, the internalist - extemalist controversy, which awaits [mal cul

mination at the end part ofthe book. On an enjoyable journey the reader now 

meets Chisholm (already met earlier), Price and Goldman. Gettier's problem has 

been revisited here with charming clarity. Next, the reader gets access to the three . 

major theories ofjustification(namely,Foundationalism as propagated by Chisholm, 

Van Cleve and Nelson Goodman; Coherence Theory, being surveyed on a huge 

time span, starting from Spinoza and Leibnitz, going through Neurath, Hempel, 

Camap and Lehrer and culminating into a pattem woven by Quine and Davidson; 

Rel iabilism, inculcated by no other than Plato, later on by Descartes, Bernard 

Williams, Papineau and Goldman). The striking feature ofthis discussion is that it 

shows the mutual dependence ofall these theories upon one another (an insight 

miserably absent in the writings ofall the luminaries mentioned above). 

Now the internalist-externalist conflict comes to the fore and through a very 

detailed discussion ofboth the contending parties, the reader arrives at the con

clusion that the correct way to look at the two apparently opposing viewpoints is 

to take them as complementary to each other. 

As this book goes on enhancing a reader's expectations, it is not unlikely 

that a reader, with all the intellectual cuisiness placed in front, may still ask for 

more. Keeping this over-expectation aside, the present reader can only whisper 

at the author: 'Very special thanks for giving us the opportunity to read this book; 

thank you.' 

KUMAR MITRA 
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